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47 Meters Down       
Cast: Vanessa Kirby 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Johannes Roberts 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Twenty-something sisters Kate and Lisa are gorgeous, fun loving and ready for the holiday of a lifetime in Mexico. 
When the opportunity to go cage diving to view Great White sharks presents itself, thrill-seeking Kate jumps at the chance while Lisa 
takes some convincing. After some not so gentle persuading, Lisa finally agrees and the girls soon find themselves two hours off the 
coast of Huatulco and about to come face to face with nature's fiercest predator. But what should have been the trip to end all trips 
soon becomes a living nightmare when the shark cage breaks free from their boat, sinks and they find themselves trapped at the 
bottom of the ocean. With less than an hour of oxygen left in their tanks, they must somehow work out how to get back to the boat 
above them through 47 meters of shark-infested waters. 

 

6 Desires: DH Lawrence And Sardinia       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Cousins 
Status:  Completed 

TThird Films 
Sam Haillay +44 7866 559 541 

+44 7866 559 541 
Home Office tel: sammhaillay@gmail.com 

Synopsis: In 1921, DH Lawrence and his wife Frieda von Richthofen journeyed to Sardinia, where they spent the winter 
travelling. He wrote a book about his experiences and now Mark Cousins retraces his footsteps, armed with a camcorder and an 
inexhaustible reserve of curiosity. The film is conceived partly as a letter to Lawrence - or 'Bert', as he calls him, a detail that's typical of 
the film's inviting sense of conversational intimacy. A lively chronicle of Cousin's own trip through Sardinia, the film is a bracing 
reflection on a dizzying range of subjects, including (but not exhausting) Lawrence's creative impulses, fascism, the island's Catholic 
rituals and the writings of such thinkers as Hélène Cixous and Antonio Gramsci. 

 

6Days66Years       
Cast: Martin Landau, Tom Sizemore, Bobby Rhodes, Christopher 

Lambert 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Alex Madia Levi 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: A wealthy US businessman inherits a derelict estate following his grandfather's death. He soon discovers the manor 
was used during WWII by Nazi soldiers for satanic rituals; evil forces re-emerge 6 days, 66 years after the first ever killing in the 
woods... 

 

The 9th Life Of Louis Drax       
Cast: Jamie Dornan, Sarah Gadon, Aaron Paul, Oliver Platt, 

Barbara Hershey, Molly Parker 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Alexandre Aja 
Status:  Post-Production 

TSierra / Affinity 
Kristen Figeroid +33 4 93 43 30 5 

info@sierra-affinity.com 
Market Office: 63 Bd. La Croisette, 2nd Fl 

Home Office tel: +1 424 253 1060 

Synopsis: The story begins on Louis Drax's 9th birthday, when he miraculously survives a near fatal fall. His doctor Allan Pascal 
(Jamie Dornan) finds himself tangled between his professional responsibility and his growing affections for the boy's mother (Sarah 
Gadon), a fragile young beauty. When Louis' father (Aaron Paul) comes under suspicion, Pascal realizes other mysterious forces may be 
at work. With echoes of THE SIXTH SENSE & GONE GIRL, THE 9th LIFE OF LOUIS DRAX is a supernatural thriller filled with unexpected 
twists and turns. 

 

Absolutely Anything       
Cast: Simon Pegg, Kate Beckinsale, Robin Williams, Terry Gilliam, 

Terry Jones, John Cleese, Michael Palin, Eddie Izzard 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Terry Jones 
Status:  Completed 

TGFM Films 
Eduardo Bussi +33 4 67 26 10 38 

general@gfmfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 10th Fl. 
Home Office tel: + 44 207 186 6300 

Synopsis: Neil Clarke, a schoolteacher, suddenly discovers he has magical powers. In fact, with the wave of his hand, he can 
make absolutely anything happen. From wiping out a particularly disruptive class (and then bringing them - and anyone else who has 
ever died! - back to life), to turning his best mate into the kind of man women would not only die for, but would worship to the ends of 
the earth and back. The only snag is getting the words right and of course, knowing what he really wants. Mishap after mishap finally 
leads him to the ultimate conundrum that all men dread and at which many have failed; should he choose the girl or the dog...? 
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Allies       
Cast: Chris Reilly, Edmund Kingsley, Julian Ovenden, Leon 

Vickers, Matt Willis 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Dominic Burns 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Pierre-Louis Manes +44 7794 327 661 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3542 1425 

Synopsis: August 1944. A team of British soldiers led by a US Captain are dropped behind enemy lines in France on a mission 
that could shorten the war. As nothing goes according to plan, commando Sgt Harry McBain and Cpt Gabriel Jackson know they must 
put aside personal animosity if the mission is to succeed. Inspired by true events, Allies tells the story of friendship and survival forged 
by war. 

 

American Hero       
Cast: Stephen Dorff, Eddie Griffin 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Nick Love 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: Melvin, a reluctant American superhero, lives only for crime, women and drugs – until he realises that the only way 
he will ever get to see his estranged son is to go straight. But in a world where no-one understands Melvin’s condition, his incredible 
powers could ultimately be his demise. 

 

American Honey       
Cast: Shia Labeouf 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Andrea Arnold 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: Visionary award-winning filmmaker Andrea Arnold makes her US debut with the story of a teenager who falls into a 
life on the road. 

 

Amy       
Cast: Amy Winehouse 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Asif Kapadia 
Status:  Completed 

TCornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto Di Palo +44 7580 337 581 

office@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: 54-55 La Croisette, 2nd fl 

Home Office tel: +44 7580 337 581 

Synopsis: AMY is the latest film from the multiple BAFTA-winning team behind the acclaimed Senna. This time, they explore 
the life of Amy Winehouse, five-time Grammy award-winner and arguably Britain's greatest female singer/songwriter of this 
millennium. Using neverbefore-seen archival footage, AMY will tell the story, in the megastar's own uncensored words and actions, of a 
tragic young woman from London who came of age in the public eye, whose genius and artistry propelled a celebrity she could never 
truly come to terms with.  
Amy rose to international fame with her second album Back to Black, which has sold over 12 million copies worldwide (multiple times 
platinum in many countries) since its release in 2006. She was admired by many and performed with such varied artists as Tony 
Bennett, Prince, Mark Ronson and the Rolling Stones. She died tragically in 2011 of accidental alcohol poisoning, aged 27, joining the 
likes of Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison, Kurt Cobain and Janis Joplin in the infamous '27 Club'.  
"This is an incredibly modern, emotional and relevant film that has the power to capture the zeitgeist and shine a light on the world we 
live in, in a way that very few films can," says director Asif Kapadia (Senna, The Warrior) and producer James Gay-Rees (Senna, Exit 
Through the Giftshop). "Amy was a once in a generation talent who captured our imagination in a way that not many musicians can; 
she wrote and sang from the heart and everyone fell under her spell. But tragically Amy seemed to gradually fall apart under the 
relentless pressure of her success, constant media attention, troubled relationships and precarious lifestyle. As a society we celebrated 
her huge success but then we were quick to judge her failings when it suited us." 

 

Angelus Novus       
Cast: Darab Nazari 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Aboozar Amini 
Status:  Completed 

TSilk Road Film Salon 
Jia Zhao +31  654 388 758 

jiazhao98@hotmail.com 
Home Office tel: +31  654 388 758 

Synopsis: Afghani refugee Ali and his brother have just arrived in Turkey where, surrounded by many other refugees, his 
family tries to build a new life. The boys earn their living shining shoes. When one day their spot has been taken, their fragile existence 
and dreams of a better future hang by a thread. © all rights are reserved. 
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Animal Farm 3D       
Genre: Family 
Director:  Andy Serkis 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TEmbankment Films 
Maite Villarino +44 20 7183 4739 

info@embankmentfilms.com 
Market Office: 62 La Croisette, Le Palais d'Orsay 8th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739 
Synopsis: A 3D film for all the family. “We will tell Orwellʼs classic tale as a vibrant engaging story for 21st Century families. 
Just imagine Orwell writing today… seeing the entire story from the point of view of an adorable knee-high piglet… A rite of passage for 
this once naïve, baby-face piglet Lucky, son of Napoleon, as he witnesses the rise and fall of a dream: a perfect existence without 
human beings. A modern commentary of the perils of corporate greed, but with all the innocence, joy and sensitivity of a fairy-tale.  
Just great fun, anarchic, contemporary, quick-witted and very funny … but also fearful, whereby jeopardy is in the unseen implied 
violence; raucous, thrilling with big set pieces; but also subtle – with incisive subversion and satire; heartbreakingly honest, accepting of 
sadness and emotionally ebullient”. Andy Serkis 

 

Anomalisa       
Cast: Jennifer Jason Leigh, Tom Noonan, David Thewlis 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Duke Johnson 
Status:  Post-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: A man struggles with his inability to connect with people. One day he meets Lisa, who helps him unravel his 
complexes and invert his introversion. She is the anomaly amongst the unanimity, but is she too good to be true? 

 

The Antwerp Dolls       
Cast: Jason Wing 
Genre: First film 
Director:  Jake Reid 
Status:  Completed 

TOne Eyed Films 
Betina Goldman +44 7771 514 351 

info@oneeyedfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais 01, 25.03 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8740 1491 

Synopsis: Ruthless businessman Tommy Callaghan orders two of his most trusted couriers to collect a locked case - the 
contents of which he hopes will forge a powerful alliance with a mysterious new mafia force from Belgium. The consignment however 
is intercepted by Callaghan's disgruntled former protégées, seeking revenge on their corrupt ex boss. When Callaghan's men change 
their game plan in response, a destructive vortex of violence and double dealing ensues, leaving Callaghan in a deadly race against time 
- forced to use any means necessary to save his crumbling empire 

 

Arab Idol       
Cast: Tawfeek Barhom 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Hany Abu-Assad 
Status:  Production 

TSeville Int'l 
Natalie Kampelmacher +1 647 618 6193 

sevilleinternational@filmsseville.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Bengali Entrance, 2nd 

Fl 
Home Office tel: +1 514 878 2282 

Synopsis: From Academy Award ® nominee Hany Abu-Assad, comes this inspirational drama based on the incredible true 
story of Mohammad Assaf, winer of ARAB IDOL™ 2013. 

 

Autopsy Of Jane Doe       
Cast: Emile Hirsch, Brian Cox 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Andre Ovredal 
Status:  Production 

TIM Global 
Talia Goldman +33 4 92 99 32 46 

info@imglobalfilm.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +1 310 777 3590 

Synopsis: When the brutalized body of an unknown woman is discovered in a small Virginia town, dreadful and unexplainable 
events begin to torment the owners of the morgue charged with doing the autopsy of Jane Doe. Soon pathologist Tommy Tilden (Brian 
Cox) and his son, Austin (Emilie Hirsch) discover evidence of torture techniques from the days of witch hunting. When they become 
trapped in the morgue by a vicious storm, the father and son are left to fight through the vengeful horrors suddenly transmitted from 
Jane Doe's body to theirs. From Andre Ovredal, the director of the cult favorite TROLL HUNTER, comes a supernatural thriller which 
unearths ancient evils from the 17th Century that reawaken in the 21st century with deadly consequences. 

 

Awaiting       
Cast: Diana Vickers, Rupert Hill, Tony Curran 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Mark Murphy 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: A stranded businessman is rescued by a psychotic simpleton with cannibalistic tendencies and his daughter, and 
held against his will. 
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Away       
Cast: Juno Temple, Timothy Spall, Matt Ryan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  David Blair 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCinema Management Group 
Dene Anderberg +33 4 92 99 32 45 

info@cinemamanagementgroup.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin S17 

Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959 

Synopsis: Ria wants out of this town and is trying to scrape enough money together to get her and her friend Kaz away to the 
coast. While Joseph wants out of this life as he struggles to come to terms with the death of his wife - he just wants the pain to end. 
Fate's about to step in and bring these two lost souls together. Haunted by his past, he comes to rescue Ria by saving her from a 
detestable drug dealer, Dex. Seeing Joseph as her knight in shining armor, Ria tags along with him to Blackpool - something Joseph 
views as more than a minor inconvenience. But as they spend time in each other's company, an unlikely friendship starts to blossom as 
both start to see in the other something that's been missing from their lives. Ria starts to get a sense of what it might have been like to 
have a father figure and, for the first time in a long time, Joseph starts to get a sense of optimism. This is a story of love, of loss, and of 
hope played out against the magical backdrop of Blackpool. 

 

Banjo       
Cast: Laurence R. Harvey, Dan Palmer, James Hamer-Morton, 

Dani Thompson, Vito Trigo, Clay Von Carlotwitz, Serena 
Chloe Gardner, Lloyd Kaufman 

Genre: Horror 
Director:  Liam Regan 
Status:  Completed 

TCincest Films 
Liam Regan +44 7481 816 108 

liam@cincestfilms.com 
Market Office: 4 Avenue de l'Amiral Wester 

Home Office tel: +44 7481 816 108 

Synopsis: Banjo follows a bullied office worker named Peltzer, who is humiliated daily by his fellow colleagues and cheating 
spouse. Once news about his embarrassing bedroom accident makes it's way around the workplace, Peltzer decides to put up with his 
torment no longer, and conjures up his childhood imaginary friend "Ronnie". Peltzer's world is soon turned upside down, as Ronnie 
attempts to manipulate him, to exact revenge on his tormenting co-workers in the most gruesome fashion. As Ronnie starts wreaking 
havoc and ruining Peltzer's life and personal relationships, Peltzer soon finds out that the genie is out of the bottle, and is no longer 
able to control his imaginary friend, in this twisted tale of romance, revenge and snapped banjo strings. 

 

Bboy In A Dream       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Takako Imai 
Status:  Post-Production 

TRME Films 
Takako Imai +44 7773 844 826 

accounts@rmeurope.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 208 952 5302 

Synopsis: Human documentary based on Break Dancers and Hip Hop Artists' real life. Featuring Red Bull Final Battle 
Tournament 2014 in Paris and Break Dancers vivid scenes in Bronx , Tokyo and London. It synchronizes with the story of Mother (the 
filmmaker ) and her son in humour and emotionally. 

 

Bill       
Cast: Jim Howick, Martha Howe-Douglas, Mathew Baynton, 

Simon Farnaby, Helen McCrory, Damian Lewis 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Richard Bracewell 
Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: BILL tells the story of how hopeless lute player Bill Shakespeare leaves his family and home to follow his dream. It's 
a tale of murderous kings, spies, lost loves, and a plot to blow up Queen Elizabeth. This family film features the BAFTA-winning stars of 
hit BBC TV show Horrible Histories. 

 

Blackbird       
Cast: Rooney Mara, Ben Mendelsohn 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Benedict Andrews 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TWestend Films 
Mercy Liao + 33 4 93 38 13 88 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 28 Bis Rue 

Des Serbes, Entrance C 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 

Synopsis: At his workplace, 51-year-old Ray is shocked to be visited by Una, in her late twenties. Fifteen years earlier, the two 
had a forbidden romance for which Ray was arrested and imprisoned. He has since built a new life for himself. She can't move on: 
behind her façade of normality, is a broken child-woman frozen in time. Now her arrival threatens to destroy Ray's new identity and 
derail their lives. She opens the wounds of the past, wanting to destroy the man who hurt her while craving his recognition. Memories 
bleed into the present. Desire is mixed up with contempt, tenderness with abuse, shame with love. 
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Blazing Samurai       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Chris Bailey, Mark Koetsier 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Films 
Eduardo Bussi +33 4 67 26 10 38 

general@gfmfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 10th Fl. 
Home Office tel: + 44 207 186 6300 

Synopsis: In a land of cats, a long time ago,,,,, The felines of Kakamucho are about to have their litter boxes shaken when their 
new Samurai turns up and he's not quite what they expected - HE'S A DOG! Hank, a scrappy, wide-eyed pooch on the run, scrambles 
ashore with dreams of becoming a Samurai like his kitty heores. There's just one problem; he doesn't QUITE fit in. But he is the perfect 
pawn for a scheming warlord named Ika Chu, who is after Kakamucho;s land and needs the townscats out of his way. What better way 
to chase out a bunch of cats than a dog! Hank rolls into Kakamucho large and in charge, but is quickly taken down a peg when 
confronted but a hornets' nest of furious townscats - he's no Samurai, he's a dog! His only champion is Emiko, a young kitten with her 
own dreams of becoming a Samurai. This is going to be a lot harder than Hank Expected. Luckily friends and training turn up in unlikely 
places. Hank finds the town outcast, a catnip-addled former swordsman named Yojimbo, who gives him a crash course, literally in how 
to be a Samurai. With a little grit, determination, and his own canine style, Hank becomes a true Samurai and teaches his new 
companions a big lesson; it doesn't matter where you come from, but who you are inside. Cats and dogs are living together. Action. 
Comedy. Hysteria 

 

Bliss!       
Cast: Freya Parks, Gitte Witt, Christian Rubeck, Reece Noi, 

Lars Arentz-Hansen 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Adrian Vitoria 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Tasha Robson, 13, has run away from home. While she rides the waves aboard the large ferry heading from South 
Shields, England to Scandinavia in search of her unknown father "The Viking"  all is less than calm in the Robson household. A modern 
day rites-of-passage adventure set in the North East of England and the magical landscape of Norway. The film contains notes of August 
Rush and combines them with a gritty Ken Loach take on the working class of the North of England. It will resonate with fans of East Is 
East, Billy Elliot and the like and its child protagonist opens it up to a wide audience while it's complex themes and content make it 
meaty enough for adult viewers. 

 

Blood Orange       
Cast: Kacey Barnfield, Iggy Pop, Antonio Magro, Ben Lamb 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Toby Tobias 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCarnaby Int'l 
Alice Kidd +44 7557 515 707 

alice@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 

Synopsis: Set in the hills of Southern Spain, home to an ageing rock star, Bill and his much younger very beautiful wife 
Isabelle. Beneath the perfect surface of their lives, dark secrets lurk. Into this paradise comes Lucas - a dangerous ex-lover hell bent on 
revenge. His aim? To destroy their marriage and blackmail Isabelle into returning his inheritance - a fortune that his wealthy father had 
bequeathed to her instead of him. In a mischievous game of cat and mouse, the hunter soon becomes the hunted - nothing is what it 
seems. What unfolds is a dangerous, tangled web of deceit and destruction in a deadly game. 

 

The Blue Mauritius       
Cast: Anika Noni Rose, Nicola Breytenbach Amr Waked, Sonke Mohring, 

John Rhys-Davies, Ricky Whittle, Nathalia Dill, Feodor Atkine 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Michael Wenning 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TD Street Media Group 
Dexter Davis +1 917 520 9262 

d.davis@dstreetmediagroup.com 
Home Office tel: +1 212 631 546 

Synopsis: Five international thieves go to Berlin to steal the most valuable stamp in the world. 
 

A Bollywoof Tale       
Cast: Kunal Nayyar 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Frederik Du Chau 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: Basil, a comfortable and pampered London dog, is set to move with his human family to Mumbai. However when 
his crate gets jumbled in Heathrow, Basil arrives on the opposite end of the country, in Kolkata. With the help of a cunning street dog, 
Santoosh, Basil sets off on a whirlwind adventure across India in the hope of re - uniting with his family. 
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Bolshoi Babylon       
Cast: Anastasia Meskova, Ludmilla Semenyaka, Joy Womacks, 

Sergei Filin, Nikolai Tsiskaridze, Boris Akimov 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Nick Read 
Status:  Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: The Bolshoi. Symbol of Russia, a national treasure - mystical and intriguing. Recently, however, the theatre has been 
in the headlines for all the wrong reasons: intrigue, personal attacks and management changes have created lurid headlines. Now, for 
the first time, the theatre directors are allowing a film crew access backstage. They see the coming months as a new chapter, and are 
ready to allow the 2013 -14 season to be recorded as a unique cinematic experience. From the two-time Academy Award-winning 
Producer of MAN ON WIRE and SEARCHING FOR SUGARMAN, BOLSHOI BABYLON will give a voice to artistes and company members 
who are not usually in the limelight in irreverent and candid terms. Combining epic themes with intimate portraits, historical dramas 
will be counterpointed with the untold personal stories of agony and ecstasy that lie behind every acclaimed performance. With 
unparalleled behind the scenes access, the film will pay tribute to the dancers' extraordinary artistic and athletic talents, their abiding 
fear of injury and the ruthless ambition needed to survive in the world's most famous ballet company. 

 

Bone In The Throat       
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Graham Henman 
Status:  Completed 

THyde Park Int'l 
Eric Christenson +33 4 92 99 70 00 

sales@hydeparkentertainment.com 
Market Office: JW Marriott 207 

Home Office tel: +1 818 783 6060 
Synopsis: Based on celebrity chef Anthony Bourdain's novel of the same name, BONE IN THE THROAT is a gritty, fast-paced 
story about an ambitious young chef mixed up with the East End London mob. While showing off his culinary skills, he finds himself 
trapped as a witness to a murder in his own kitchen. 

 

Brand: A Second Coming       
Cast: Russell Brand 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Ondi Timoner 
Status:  Completed 

TMyriad Pictures 
Stacy Glassgold +1 310 691 0233 

info@myriadpictures.com 
Market Office: 41 Bd. La Croisette 4th Fl. 

Home Office tel: +1 310 279 4000 

Synopsis: BRAND: A Second Coming follows comedian/author/activist Russell Brand as he dives headlong into drugs, sex and 
fame in an attempt to find happiness, only to realize we have all been nurtured on bad ideas and empty celebrity idols. Brand leaves 
Los Angeles to embark on a stand-up comedy tour about his own true icons - Gandhi, Che Guevara, Malcolm X and Jesus Christ - and 
transforms from addict and Hollywood star into an unexpected political disruptor and new found hero to the undeserved. 

 

Breaking The Bank       
Cast: Kelsey Grammer, Tasmin Greig, John Michael 

Higgins 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Vadim Jean 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Exchange 
Nathaniel Mc Cormick +1 310 804 3298 

info@theexchange.ws 
Market Office: 4 Bd. La Croisette, 2nd Fl. 

Home Office tel: +1 310 935 3760 

Synopsis: Charles Bunbury (GRAMMER) is the bumbling, affable chairman of Tuftons, a historic bank based in London. 
Chairman more in name than in practice, Bunbury married into the position and spends most of his time on the golf course. But when a 
rogue trader leaves Tuftons skating on thin ice, Charles must transform himself from a labrador of Liverpool Street into a wolf of Wall 
Street to save the company from rival American and Japanese banks. In a risky move, he ends up breaking the bank, losing both his wife 
and her family fortune in the process. At rock bottom, Charles's only hope of saving the bank and winning his wife back is a homeless, 
self-taught financial wizard and his estranged, anti-capitalist daughter. It's not much of a team, and they don't have much of a plan, so 
it's probably just as well that Charles doesn't understand how shorting and hedging might win him the day. 
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Brooklyn       
Cast: Domhnall Gleeson, Emory Cohen, Jim Broadbent, 

Julie Walters, Saoirse Ronan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  John Crowley 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: All Eilis has to look forward to if she stays in 1950s Ireland are slick-haired rugby players, selling cigarettes one at a 
time at the local shop, and bad weather. So when a kindly priest, Father Flood, sponsors her to go to America, she packs her meagre 
belongings, says goodbye to her mother and her sister, Rose, and hello to... Brooklyn, which with its bright lights, brownstones and 
brash confidence is a shock for timid Eilis. Seasickness from the treacherous journey to Ellis Island transforms into homesickness as she 
gets to Mrs. Kehoe's daunting lodging house, full of gossiping single girls. Eilis gets a job at a glamorous department store and through a 
sweet young plumber called Tony she has all kinds of new experiences: the Yankees, Coney Island, proper spaghetti sauce...and love. A 
tragedy in the family forces her to return to Ireland, but she marries Tony in secret before she goes. Once home, everyone is struck by 
Eilis' 'new world' sophistication. She finds comfort in the company of her old friends, and one new one: a young charmer called Jim, 
who encouraged by Eilis' mother, starts to woo her. Before long, Eilis must confront a terrible dilemma -- a heart-breaking choice 
between two men and two countries; between duty and true love. 

 

Bukovsky. Zero Probability       
Cast: Vladimir Bukovsky 
Genre: Social issues 
Director:  Kiril Serebrennikov, Ksenia Golobovich 
Status:  Completed 

TIntercinema Agency 
Raisa Fomina +7 985 226 4525 

post@intercinema.ru 
Market Office: Palais Lerins S5 

Home Office tel: +7 495 134 4014 

Synopsis: The film tells about a one day visit to Vladimir Bukovsky on March, 4, 2014, when Russia annexed Crimea, when 
president Putin was giving a big open interview and when war seemed to bring back more historical points or reference - like all the 
twentieth century played back in one day, in one man. 

 

Bullets For The Dead       
Cast: Christopher Sommers, Moltzen Moltzen 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Joshua C. Burch Michael Du-Shane 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Escorting the fiery young Annie Blake and her gang to the sheriff in Blood Gulch, bounty hunter Dalton discovers the 
remains of a horrific massacre and rescues its sole survivor, a preacher. Before long the group are fighting for their lives against a 
zombie hord that walks the desert plains eating all flesh in their path. And as the preacher's secret unravels, Dalton realizes what he'll 
have to do to prevent his wife being resurrected as one of the living dead. 

 

Burn Burn Burn       
Cast: Laura Carmichael, Chloe Pirrie, Joe Dempsie, Jack Farthing 
Genre: Road movie 
Director:  Chanya Button 
Status:  Post-Production 

TUrban Distribution Int'l 
Delphyne Besse +33 6 72 72 91 93 

contact@urbandistrib.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera H2 

Home Office tel: +34 1 48 70 46 56 

Synopsis: Dan is dead. He was only 29. Alex and Seph loved him like a sibling. And now he's left them his ashes to scatter 
across the UK, along with elaborate video instructions for doing so. London, Stonehenge, Cardiff, York, Ben Lomond : road trip ! BURN 
BURN BURN is a dark comedy with a warmth at its heart. Alex and Seph are in the eye of a storm, with decisions to make in every 
corner of their lives; and the one helping them make those decisions... is dead. It's just like Jack Kerouac's 'On The Road'. In a Volvo. 
With a dead friend's ashes in some tupperware in the glove compartment. 

 

By Any Name       
Cast: Cengiz Dervis, Stuart McNeil, Phillip Embrey 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Euros Jones Evans 
Status:  Completed 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: BY ANY NAME is an action movie following the story of one man's search for his identity. Found running through a 
forest, bare chest and covered in blood, John West, an amnesiac, is admitted to a psychiatric hospital, under the care of Dr Elizabeth 
Santer. With no memory of his identity and no record of his existence, the military take him into custody out of fear of a potential 
attack on the disarmament conference. 
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California High       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Barnaby O'Connor, Matthew O'Connor 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Pierre-Louis Manes +44 7794 327 661 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3542 1425 
Synopsis: California has been arguing over whether or not marijuana should be legal for over 40 years. Now there's a new 
judge in this trial: you. From the secret indoor grow rooms of Los Angeles to the epic mountainscape of Humbolt County through the 
eyes of growers, cops, politicians and activists, California High gets you up close and personal with the truth behind the issues. 

 

The Call Up       
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Charles Barker 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: When a group of elite online gamers each receive a mysterious invitation to trial a state-of-the-art virtual reality 
video game, it's a dream come true and impossible to resist. Arriving at the test site, the group step into hi-tech gear and prepare for a 
revolutionary, next-level gaming experience that brings modern warfare to life with frightening realism. At first it's a unique and 
exhilarating experience. But what starts out like a dream encounter with cutting edge technology quickly takes a turn for the sinister. 
Once the group are attacked by enemy combatants, they soon realise this is no game after all. Make a mistake here and you pay with 
your life. Now these masters of the shoot 'em up will have to fight for survival within a game gone bad, but this time it's for real. 

 

The Canal       
Cast: Antonia Campbell-Hughes, Calum Heath, Carl 

Shaaban, Hannah Hoekstra, Maura Foley, Rupert 
Evans, Serena Brabazon, Steven Oram 

Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Ivan Kavanagh 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Rosana Coutinho +44 7765 398 742 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand E9 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 0050 

Synopsis: When a film archivist discovers that the home he shares with his wife and son was the scene of a ghastly murder, he 
suspects that the building's sinister past is somehow responsible for the break down of his marriage. In his drive to unveil the shadows 
hidden in the walls, he begins to descend into insanity, threatening the lives of everyone around him. 

 

The Carer       
Cast: Brian Cox, Coco König, Emilia Fox, Anna Chancellor 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Janos Edelenyi 
Status:  Production 

TYellow Affair Oy 
Karoliina Martikainen +35 8 50 360 0350 

contact@yellowaffair.com 
Market Office: 55 Croisette, Scandinavian Ter. 

Home Office tel: +46 86 451 212 

Synopsis: THE CARER Is a heartwarmIng, character driven film that centers on the cantankerous Sir Michael Gifford, an old 
and dying stage actor, and his tough, spritely Hungarian carer, Dorottya. What starts out as bullish conflict turns into an inspirational 
journey. As Dorottya leads a stubbornly reluctant and forlorn Sir Michael back towards the stage, he finds, through the words of his 
beloved Shakespeare that there is life in him yet. And as the world famous stage voice comes back to him, he finally concludes: 'to be' 
is the answer. 

 

Carol       
Cast: Cate Blanchett, Rooney Mara, Kyle Chandler, Sarah 

Paulson 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Todd Haynes 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Set in 1950s New York, two women from very different backgrounds find themselves in the throes of love in CAROL. 
As conventional norms of the time challenge their undeniable attraction, an honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart 
in the face of change. A young woman in her 20s, Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), is a clerk working in a Manhattan department store 
and dreaming of a more fulfilling life when she meets Carol (Cate Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless, convenient 
marriage. As an immediate connection sparks between them, the innocence of their first encounter dims and their connection 
deepens. While Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage, her husband (Kyle Chandler) threatens her competence as a mother 
when Carol's involvement with Therese and close relationship with her best friend Abby (Sarah Paulson) comes to light. As Carol leaves 
the comfort of home to travel with Therese, an internal journey of self-discovery coincides with her new sense of space. 
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The Carrier       
Cast: Ed Kingsley, Jack Gordon, Karen Bryson, Joe Dixon, Zora 

Bishop, Billy Clarke, Andrew French,Luke Healy,  
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Anthony Woodley 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
Ross Boyask +33 4 92 99 32 01 

info@evolutionaryfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand D12 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 

Synopsis: Eight survivors take to the skies in a badly damaged 747 to escape an antibiotic resistant pandemic which decimates 
the planet. There’s nowhere safe to land, but things really start to go wrong when they realise that the infection is on the plane. How 
long can they stay airborne? And more importantly what will be waiting for them if they land? 

 

Cemetery Of Splendour       
Cast: Jenjira Pongpas Widner, Banlop Lomnoi, Jarinpattra 

Rueangram 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Apichatpong Weerasethakul 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Match Factory 
Thania Dimitrakopoulou +33 4 93 99 13 36 

info@matchfactory.de 
Market Office: La Bagatelle, 25 La Croisette 

Home Office tel: +49 221 539 70 90 

Synopsis: Soldiers with a mysterious sleeping sickness are transferred to a temporary clinic in a former school. The memory-
filled space becomes a revelatory world for housewife and volunteer Jenjira, as she watches over Itt, a handsome soldier with no family 
visitors. Jen befriends young medium Keng who uses her psychic powers to help loved ones communicate with the comatose men. 
Doctors explore ways, including coloured light therapy, to ease the mens' troubled dreams. Jen discovers Itt's cryptic notebook of 
strange writings and blueprint sketches. There may be a connection between the soldiers' enigmatic syndrome and the mythic ancient 
site that lies beneath the clinic. Magic, healing, romance and dreams are all part of Jen's tender path to a deeper awareness of herself 
and the world around her. 

 

Chasing Robert Barker       
Cast: Gudmundur Thorvaldsson, Patrick Baladi, Hilda Peter, Patrick Regis, 

Elizabeth Boag, Celyn Jones, Eugenia Caruso, Christopher Villiers 
Genre: First film 
Director:  Daniel Florencio 
Status:  Completed 

TI Made It Films 
Daniel Florencio +44 7903 707 373 

info@imadeit-films.com 
Home Office tel: +44 207 266 1640 

Synopsis: A tormented London paparazzo, pressured by a tabloid editor into pursuing a famous film actor, eventually finds 
out the story he should be seeking was his own. 

 

The Childhood Of A Leader       
Cast: Juliette Binoche, Tim Roth, Robert Pattinson, Michel 

Subor 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Brady Corbet 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: This chilling fable about the rise of fascism in the 20th Century tells the story of a young American boy living in 
France in 1918 whose father is working for the US government on the creation of the Treaty of Versailles. What he witnesses helps to 
mold his beliefs - and we witness the birth of a terrifying ego. Loosely inspired by the early childhood experiences of many of the great 
dictators of the 20th century and infused with the same sense of dread as The Others and The Omen, (The) Childhood Of a Leader is an 
ominous portrait of emerging evil. 

 

A Christmas Star       
Cast: Erin Galway-Kendrick, Bronagh Waugh, Robert James-Collier, 

Richard Clements, Liam Neeson, Pierce Brosnan 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Richard Elson 
Status:  Completed 

TCinemagic 
Joan Burney-Keatings +44 781 510 7893 

chris@cinemagic.org.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 289 031 1900 

Synopsis: Born in dramatic circumstances under the Christmas Star, Noelle believes she has the gift to perform strange 
miracles. When conniving developer McKerrod threatens her peaceful life she teams up with a misfit gang to save the village from 
demolition. However, one by one her friends lose faith in Noelle's abilities and she is left to fight Mckerrod on her own. It all hinges on 
a final showdown in Belfast's historic Stormont building as Noelle implores politicians, her friends and the watching world to believe in 
the true meaning of Christmas...love. 
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City Of Tiny Lights       
Cast: Riz Ahmed 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Peter Travis 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: Tommy Akhtar is hired to find a missing prostitute, but the search draws him into a web of murder and political 
intrigue, while at the same time unlocking secrets from his own youth when he, his best friend Lovely and the beautiful Shelley were 
torn apart by a tragic accident. 

 

The Confessions Of Thomas Quick       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Brian Hill 
Status:  Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Quick's story shocked and haunted the Swedish nation for 25 years, yet compelling new evidence shows that Quick 
may not be a killer at all. So why would an innocent man confess to being a serial killer? With unprecedented access to Quick and those 
behind his incarceration, this compelling real life thriller seeks to discover the truth behind a would be serial killer. 

 

Containment       
Cast: Andrew Leung, Gabriel Senior, Lee Ross, Louise 

Brealey, Pippa Nixon, Sheila Reid, William 
Postlethwaite 

Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Neil McEnery West 
Status:  Completed 

TVision Films 
Jennifer Schultz +1 617 943 3446 

Samantha@visionfilms.net 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand F3 

Home Office tel: +1  818 784 1702 
 

Synopsis: When Mark, a failed artist estranged from his wife and son, wakes to find the doors and windows of his flat sealed 
shut, he assumes it's a sick joke. Then he sees people outside wearing protective suits. They claim it's for his safety but, together with 
his neighbours, Mark soon discovers that the real dangers are already in there with him: a lethal virus of unknown origin, and a group 
of people determined to survive at any cost... 

 

The Contract       
Cast: Robert Fucilla, Sarah Armstrong, Danny Webb 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Nic Auerbach 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Ent 
Gary Phillips + 33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7836 5536 

Synopsis: Two worlds collide when a wealthy hedge fund trader returns home to find squatters have occupied his country 
house 

 

Convenience       
Cast: Adeel Akhtar, Anthony Head, Ray Panthaki, Verne 

Troyer, Vicky McClure 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Keri Collins 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Ent 
Gary Phillips + 33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7836 5536 

Synopsis: Two idiots and would-be petrol station thieves find themselves masquerading as new employees while waiting for 
the store's time-locked safe to open in order to rob it. But every move they make is the wrong one! 

 

Cooking With Fernet Branca       
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Bruce Beresford 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCelluloid Dreams / Nightmares 
Henrik Gotbrant +33 6 37 22 24 57 

info@celluloid-dreams.com 
Market Office: 29 rue du Commandant André 

Home Office tel: +33 1 49 70 03 70 
Synopsis: A romantic comedy of errors that plays on the distorted views and misperceptions men and women have of one 
another. GERALD and MARTA, our mischievous, sharp-witted, mettlesome protagonists, happen to be renting adjacent villas in a small 
hillside town in Tuscany. Through a series of hilarious misunderstandings involving a motley cast of criminals, rock stars, and film 
directors, he starts to think she's a sex-crazed peasant woman from Eastern Europe, while she's convinced he's just a pompous, 
nitwitted Englishman. But underneath their mutual insults and condescending attitudes is a genuine attraction. They are, as it turns 
out, just two shy hermits trying to flirt. And in a sweetly ironic twist, it is the same bitter and foul-tasting liquor they both wickedly use 
to repel each other that winds up bringing them together in the end. A hilarious, wacky and wild British 'battle of the sexes' comedy. 
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Correspondence       
Cast: Olga Kurylenko, Jeremy Irons 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Giuseppe Tornatore 
Status:  Production 

TUmedia Int'l 
Oi Leng Lui +44 7919 835 978 

oileng.lui@umedia.eu 
Market Office: 3 Square Mérimée, Villa Marina 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3475 3232 

Synopsis: The younger lover of a famed astrophysicist is left devastated when he suddenly dies but soon starts to receive 
messages from him, apparently from beyond the grave. 

 

Creditors       
Cast: Christian McKay, Andrea Deck, Ben Cura, Tom 

Bateman, Simon Callow, Ania Sowinski 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Ben Cura 
Status:  Completed 

TNew Morning Films 
Germain Labeille +33 6 22 17 29 17 

germain@newmorningfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - 

G17 
Home Office tel: +33 6 22 17 29 16 

Synopsis: A love triangle is unraveled when a young painter is approached by an admirer who eases him into making sense of 
his relationship with his wife. 

 

Crooked House       
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Gilles Paquet-Brenner 
Status:  Development 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: Based on the novel by Agatha Christie. When a wealthy and ruthless tycoon Aristide Leonides, is poisoned in his 
own bed, Detective Charles Hayward is dispatched to solve the crime. He is shocked to discover that one of the key suspects is 
Aristide's beautiful granddaughter, his former lover; and must keep a clear head to navigate the sultry Sophia and the rest of her hostile 
family. 

 

Cuban Soul       
Cast: David Soul 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Greg Atkins 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: Of the many mysteries swirling around Cuba, there's one that has captured the imagination of cubaphiles, auto-
enthusiasts, and dreamers: What happened to Ernest Hemingway's car? Exactly fifty years after the Nobel-prize-winning author 
departed Cuba - his home for 22 years - his long-lost 1955 Chrysler New Yorker convertible has finally been found, derelict and near to 
ruin. Cuba's vast repository of classic American automobiles is synonymous with the surreal and sensual nation, and Hemingway's 
much sought-after vehicle is potentially the most valuable and important of them all. The story is a fascinating insight into 
contemporary Cuba - an irresistible yet much-misunderstood Communist island of eccentricity, eroticism, and enigma, in which 
Hemingway is considered a national treasure and baseball is the national sport... serving alongside the beloved Detroit classics - from 
creaky Cadillac taxis to Chevrolet Impalas with fins sharp enough to draw blood - as ambassadors of an abiding affection that still binds 
the two nations together. 

 

Dancer       
Cast: Sergei Polunin 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Steven Cantor 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestend Films 
Mercy Liao + 33 4 93 38 13 88 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 28 Bis Rue 

Des Serbes, Entrance C 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 

Synopsis: DANCER offers an immersive personal portrait of controversial ballet superstar Sergei Polunin, directed by Oscar-
nominated Steven Cantor, with stunning clips from visionary director & photographer David LaChapelle and Emmy-award winner Ross 
MacGibbon. 

 

The Daniel Connection       
Cast: Caroline Goodall, Gray O'Brien, Robert Yates 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Stewart Menelaws 
Status:  Completed 

TCalifornia Pictures 
Monique Nayard +44 7872 850 767 

info@californiapicturesinc.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin R7 

Home Office tel: +44 7872 850 767 

Synopsis: After an increase in UFO sightings, a troubled detective joins forces with a feisty young radio presenter when she 
uncovers the disturbing truth of why people are suddenly disappearing all over the world. Is a new world order government behind 
this? If so, can they be stopped or is it already too late? Starring Caroline Goodall (The Cold Light of Day, The Princess Diaries, 
Schindler's List), Gray O'Brien (Titanic - Blood & Steel, The Queen, Coronation Street) and introducing Morgan Carberry. 
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Dark Horse       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Louise Osmond 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Dark Horse is an inspirational and occasionally heart-stopping story of a group of friends from a working men's club 
in Wales who decide to take on the elite 'sport of kings' and breed themselves a racehorse. Against all the odds, their young foal, raised 
on nearby waste-land, goes on to become a champion. Until one day disaster strikes.... 

 

Dark Show       
Cast: Malcolm Conrath, Joanne McCallin, Matthew 

Mellalieu, Tony Simmoneau, Tim Charles 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Olivier Parthonnaud 
Status:  Production 

TDelacheroy Films 
Brian Levine +33 6 70 58 54 81 

film@delacheroy.com 
Market Office: UK Pavilion 117, International 

Village 
Home Office tel: +44 207 193 1653 

Synopsis: The TV show "X-Treme Limit" turns into a real nightmare. 
 

The Dead 2       
Cast: Anand Krishna Goyal, Coulsom Sujitabh, Joseph 

Millson, Madhu Rajesh, Meenu Mishra, Niharika 
Singh, Poonam Mathur, Sandip Datta Gupta 

Genre: Horror 
Director:  Howard J. Ford, Jonathan Ford 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Rosana Coutinho +44 7765 398 742 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand E9 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 0050 

Synopsis: An American engineer working on a wind farm in rural India gets a distraught telephone call from his pregnant 
girlfriend informing him that the Zombie epidemic plaguing Africa has spread to India and that chaos and terror have taken hold of the 
citites as the dead return to life and attack the living. With the help of a street kid, he has to battle way across three hundred miles of 
ferociously infected country to save her and his unborn child. 

 

Death       
Cast: Claira Watson Parr, Ben Shockley, David Wayman 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Martin Gooch 
Status:  Completed 

TTomcat Films 
Ted Chalmers +1  623 476 9150 

info@tomcatfilmsllc.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - G17 

Home Office tel: '+1 480 535 8713 

Synopsis: When failed inventor James Jones dies in a laboratory accident, his estranged children return to the family estate to 
settle his affairs. They each bring their own baggage: Eloise has never recovered from the loss of her mother and brother, and can't find 
a lasting job or relationship. Yossarian is a presentor on a bad daytime TV show. Suki has always been the practical one, and she takes 
out her ill humor on her timid spouse, Colin. The only thing the siblings seem to share is their guilt over abandoning their father seven 
years ago, when he accidentally killed their brother, Tom. A lawyer hired by their shady Uncle Simon informs the siblings that their 
father had borrowed against the house for his last experiment, and that his estate belongs to the bank. The news sets the siblings on a 
scavenger hunt, which leads them to their fathers last invention: a link to the supernatural world. They must find what they need to 
make the link work, or the souls of their father and brother will be lost forever when they lose the house. 

 

Demon Baby       
Cast: Carina Birrell, Bhasker Patel, David Wayman, 

Cameron Jack 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Corrie Greenop 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itndistribution.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C9 

Home Office tel: +1 310 928 3115 

Synopsis: What do you do when your biggest fear is inside you? Theo and his pregnant fiance Rose are a young couple setting 
out on a camper van holiday in the remote Scottish Highlands when ghostly apparitions begin to possess Rose and her unborn child. 
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Departure       
Cast: Juliet Stevenson, Alex Lawther 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Andrew Steggall 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMongrel Int'l 
Chantal Chateauneuf +1 647 919 0226 

international@mongrelmedia.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G11/H14 

Home Office tel: +1 416 516 9775 

Synopsis: An English family prepare the sale of their holiday home in the South of France. Over one week, the teenage son, 
Elliot, wrestles with his burgeoning sexuality while his mother, Beatrice, confronts the end of her marriage to his father, who harbours 
a secret of his own. Haunted by a "figure"  on the landscape and s]rred by an enigma]c local boy who quietly enters their lives, 
mother and son are led to confront each other and their awakening desires. Touched by myth and landscape, DEPARTURE narrates the 
story of the end of a marriage, the end of childhood and the end of an otherwise nuclear middle class family. 

 

Despite The Falling Snow       
Cast: Rebecca Ferguson, Charles Dance, Sam Reid, Antje Traue 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Shamim Sarif 
Status:  Completed 

T6 Sales 
Marina Fuentes +34 630 011 329 

info@6sales.es 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Cormoran 1 

Home Office tel: +34 911 723 734 

Synopsis: In 1950s Moscow, communist Katya secretly spies for the Americans in the Cold War arms race. When she lands her 
biggest assignment, stealing secrets from rising government star Alexander, the last thing she expects is to fall in love with him. When 
Alexander unwittingly closes the net around his own wife, Katya decides to make the ultimate sacrifice to protect him - a sacrifice that 
Alexander only uncovers forty years later. 

 

Destroyer       
Cast: Paul Bettany, Matthew Goode, Luke Evans 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Tom Shankland 
Status:  Development 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Set on a Battleship, this is the riveting, action packed and inspirational true story of a Naval Captain and the 
extraordinary courage of his crew in an epic but intimate portrait capturing the intense excitement and sheer terror of war. 

 

Don't Knock Twice       
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Caradog James 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege +1 310 576 1059 

london@contentmediacorp.com 
Market Office: 6 rue Florian 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 
Synopsis: ‘Candyman’ meets ‘The Ring’ in DON’T KNOCK TWICE, a psychologically terrifying, twisted urban legend that will 
have you clinging to the edge of your seat for dear life. 

 

The Dossier       
Cast: Joceline Brooke-Hamilton, Rami Hilmi, Julia 

Domenica, John Prete 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jennifer Hookway 
Status:  Completed 

TAdler And Associates Ent Inc. 
Marie Adler 

info@adlersproductions.com 
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545 

Synopsis: A former prosecutor, now imprisoned in jail, fights against sinister forces intent upon seizing a dossier she compiled, 
a document which would implicate numerous political figures with a notorious gangland boss. 

 

Dough       
Cast: Jonathan Pryce, Jerome Holder, Phil Davis Ian Hart, 

Pauline Collins 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  John Goldschmidt 
Status:  Completed 

TUmedia Int'l 
Oi Leng Lui +44 7919 835 978 

oileng.lui@umedia.eu 
Market Office: 3 Square Mérimée, Villa Marina 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3475 3232 

Synopsis: An old Jewish baker's failing business gets an unexpected boost when his young Muslim apprentice, also a part time 
cannabis dealer, accidentally drops a load of dope into the dough, and the challah suddenly starts to fly off the shelves. 
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Dreamcatcher       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kim Longinotto 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - G17 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: Dreamcatcher takes us into a hidden world through the eyes of one of its survivors; Brenda Myers-Powell. A former 
teenage prostitute with a drug habit, Brenda, defied the odds to become a powerful advocate for change in her community. With 
unprecedented access, multi award winning director, Kim Longinotto paints a vivid portrait of a community struggling to come to terms 
with some of its most painful truths and of the extraordinary woman who uses her past to inspire others to survive. With warmth and 
humour, Brenda gives hope to those who have none. 

 

E.P.I.C (Explore, Provoke, Inspire, Challenge)       
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Delia Antal 
Status:  Production 

T28 Films 
Delia Antal +44 7460 992 210 

contact28films@ymail.com 
Market Office: Majestic 

Home Office tel: +44 7460 992 210 
Synopsis: E.P.I.C is an inspiring, provoking documentary which invites every nation to explore the great sites of Romania and 
the exptional Romanians that are making or made a diffrence in the world, then get the challenge on to show to the world the best of 
their own countries. 

 

The Ecstasy Of Wilko Johnson       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Julien Temple 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Ent 
Gary Phillips + 33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7836 5536 
Synopsis: The Ecstasy of Wilko Johnson confronts our worst nightmares of impending death and turns them upside down. It 
tells the extraordinary, yet universal story of legendary musician Wilko Johnson who, diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and given a few 
months to live, accepted his fate with uplifting positivity and embarked on a farewell tour, capturing the imagination of the world as he 
went. But like every good story Wilko's has a damn fine twist in its tail. Two years later and confounding the odds, Wilko wakes up in a 
hospital bed, unexpectedly sentenced to live, having now to integrate those enlightened lessons learnt under sentence of death into 
the unexpected and ongoing future of his life. 

 

Electric Boogaloo       
Cast: Jean-Claude Van Damme, Chuck Norris, Menahem 

Golan, Yoram Globus 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Hartley 
Status:  Completed 

TCelluloid Dreams / Nightmares 
Henrik Gotbrant +33 6 37 22 24 57 

info@celluloid-dreams.com 
Market Office: 29 rue du Commandant André 

Home Office tel: +33 1 49 70 03 70 

Synopsis: From acclaimed cult film documentarian Mark Hartley (NOT QUITE HOLLYWOOD, MACHETE MAIDENS UNLEASHED), 
the film centers on the story of two movie- obsessed immigrant cousins, Menahem Golan and Yoram Globus, who in pursuit of the 
"American dream"  launched an indie studio that would produce over 120 exploita]on films from 1979-1989. In doing so, the cousins 
turned a renegade outfit into a major Hollywood powerhouse. 

 

Electricity       
Cast: Agyness Deyn 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Bryn Higgins 
Status:  Completed 

T4Square Films 
Andrew Brown +44 7802 965 551 

andrewbrown@4sqf.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C22 

Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093 

Synopsis: ELECTRICITY is an astonishing journey seen through the eyes of a young woman whose epilepsy brings extraordinary 
hallucinations as she searches for her lost brother. Lilly O'Connor (Deyn) - brash, sexy, witty - lives on the Northeast coast away from 
the world and her past. But when her mother dies, the past draws Lily back in. When she discovers that her younger brother Mikey 
(Cooke), the only one who looked after her when they were kids, disappeared to London years ago, she resolves to try and find him. 
But the search could kill her. Lily's epilepsy brings vivid visual distortions, strange auras and terrifying visions that we experience 
through her eyes. ELECTRICITY takes us on a journey that brings Lily to the brink of death before triumph in a beautiful and uplifting 
story of self-discovery and the human spirit. Based on the novel by Ray Robinson that the Guardian called ''a breath-taking assault on 
the senses'', ELECTRICITY combines passionate drama with stunning special effects in a powerfully uplifting love story with a fearless 
breakthrough performance by AGYNESS DEYN. The cast of leading British talent includes CHRISTIAN COOKE (Cemetery Junction). PAUL 
ANDERSON (Heart of the Sea), ALICE LOWE (Sightseers), LENORA CRITCHLOW and TOM GEORGESON (Notes on a Scandal). Directed by 
BAFTA-Nominee Bryn Higgins, adapted by BAFTA-winning writer Joe Fisher and with a stunning score by BAFTA-winner John Lunn, 
ELECTRICITY is a Stone City Films production. 
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Elstree 1976       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Jon Spira 
Status:  Post-Production 

TThe Works Int'l 
Edrianne Wenger +33 4 93 30 14 25 

sales@goldcrestfilms.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C12 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080 
Synopsis: In 1976, during the hottest summer on record, Star Wars was shot in suburban North London. Nobody involved had 
any idea how big the film would become, many couldn't even remember the title. Yet, for the extras and actors in smaller roles, their 
faces hidden in masks and helmets, this seemingly insignificant job would go on to colour their lives even four decades later. 

 

The Emperor's New Clothes       
Cast: Russell Brand 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Michael Winterbottom 
Status:  Completed 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 

Synopsis: Fairytale, allegorical 1. Collective ignorance of an obvious fact, or deception, despite undeniable evidence. 
World-famous British comedian and activist Russell Brand joins forces with acclaimed director Michael Winterbottom on a polemical 
documentary about the financial crisis and gross inequality we currently face. Starting with the genesis of today’s economic policies, 
with the arrival of Milton Friedman’s school of thought in Reagan’s leadership and Thatcher’s UK, the film explores how these policies 
have come to dominate the western world. The rich have got richer; where a CEO of a major British company used to earn 10 times the 
average wage of his workers, now they earn 200 times. According to Oxfam, the richest 80 people in the world own as much as the 
poorest 3.5 billion. It would now take 300 years for the average cleaner, cleaning the offices of his senior boss, to earn the same salary 
taken home by the same boss last year.  
Milton Friedman once said that every crisis was an opportunity. The financial crisis of 2008 should have been a chance to reform the 
system for the benefit of everyone. But instead, austerity for everyone throughout Britain and Europe was the price to be paid for 
supporting the financial sector, with £131 billion spent by UK tax payers to keep the financial system afloat, while $30 trillion in support 
and subsidies went to Wall Street in the US. 
Using a mixture of documentary, interviews, archive footage and comedy, Russell Brand takes us from his hometown Grays in Essex, to 
the heart of London ‘City’ and on to the Big Apple. This daring film will shake up the world by revealing the bewildering truth about 
how the people at the bottom are paying for the luxuries of those at the top. 
Things can change…things do change. 

 

Emulsion       
Cast: Sam Heughan, Claudia Bassols, Lex Shrapnel, David 

Ajala 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Suki Singh 
Status:  Completed 

TCalifornia Pictures 
Monique Nayard +44 7872 850 767 

info@californiapicturesinc.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin R7 

Home Office tel: +44 7872 850 767 

Synopsis: Emulsion is a Psychological Noir about a man looking for his missing wife, set on the south coast of England. When 
ISABELLA mysteriously disappears from a car park her husband, RONNY, becomes obsessed with finding her. In an attempt to stay close 
to her he even takes a job at the very same car park. It becomes his life. We join the story a year after the key events. Ronny lives alone 
in a dirty old apartment. He watches the same film on a projector every night. This is a nostalgic reel of 16mm film; memories of 
Isabella. Every morning Ronny packs his bags everyday to move on with his life, but he always slams on his brakes as he approaches a 
picturesque bridge on the edge of town, the place where he proposed to Isabella. Everyday he returns to the car park to continue his 
quest. Every night Ronny stands in the very spot Isabella went missing from and tries to retrace his own movements and recap on any 
clues. One night a prostitute is attacked in the car park and bundled into the boot. 

 

Extremis       
Cast: David O'Hara, Isabelle Allen, Neil Pearson 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Steve Stone 
Status:  Post-Production 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Father must race across a ravaged landscape to save his daughter not from the end of the world … but from the end 
of their world. 

 

Eye In The Sky       
Cast: Helen Mirren, Aaron Paul, Alan Rickman, Barkhad 

Abdi 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gavin Hood 
Status:  Post-Production 

TEntertainment One Films Int'l 
Marie Garrett 

international@entonegroup.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Bengali Entrance, 2nd 

Fl 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3691 8600 

Synopsis: A thriller set in the world of remotely piloted aircraft warfare. 
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The Face Of An Angel       
Cast: Daniel Bruhl, Kate Beckinsale, Cara Delevingne, 

Valerio Mastandrea 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Michael Winterbottom 
Status:  Completed 

TWestend Films 
Mercy Liao + 33 4 93 38 13 88 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 28 Bis Rue 

Des Serbes, Entrance C 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 

Synopsis: The film follows the story of a troubled filmmaker trying to uncover the truth behind a sensational murder in Italy. 
Swept up in the media feeding frenzy around the enigmatic lead suspect, he sees that the victim has been forgotten, and realises that 
his own salvation lies in returning to the daughter he has left behind. 

 

The Falling       
Cast: Maisie Williams, Greta Scacchi, Monica Dolan, 

Matthew Baynton, Florence Pugh 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Carol Morley 
Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: It's 1969 at a strict English girls' school where charismatic Abbie and intense and troubled Lydia are best friends. 
After a tragedy occurs at the school, a mysterious fainting epidemic breaks out threatening the stability of all involved. Before long, the 
condition begins to spread throughout the school community and when Lydia's own symptoms worsen, she rallies against the school's 
authorities to find and remove the underlying cause before it's too late. 

 

Fear Of Water       
Cast: Lily Loveless, Alex MacQueen, Sara Stewart, Marcia 

Warren Chloe Partridge 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Kate Lane 
Status:  Completed 

TCalifornia Pictures 
Monique Nayard +44 7872 850 767 

info@californiapicturesinc.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin R7 

Home Office tel: +44 7872 850 767 

Synopsis: Two teenage outcasts that come from different backgrounds, one struggling in debt and drugs, the other struggling 
with a strict dad and no parental love. They meet one summer to discover friendship and a sexual awakening that changes their lives 
forever. 

 

Feast Of Varanasi       
Cast: Adil Hussain, Tannishtha Chatterjee, Holly Gilbert, 

Judi Bowker, Ashwath Bhatt 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Rajan Kumar Patel 
Status:  Completed 

TRaafilms 
Rajan Patel +44 1252 672425 

rajan@raafilms.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 1252 672425 

Synopsis: After her mother's suicide, Helen goes to Varanasi to deliver a letter to her mother's twin sister Agatha, who runs a 
missionary for low caste orphan children. When Helen and Agatha meet, it's the first time Agatha's seen the daughter she left behind in 
London 25 years earlier. Helen still blames herself for her mother's suicide, who killed herself after learning her husband raped Helen as 
a child, a child Agatha had entrusted her to protect. On arrival in Varanasi, Helen learns of a serial killing spree that's claimed the lives 
of four low caste girls, all burnt to death in and around city of fires. The killer, Kasi, guided by a reclusive aghori priest Nana, seeks to 
claim the lives of seven girls to free himself and his loved one Savitri from the cycle of life and death and attain moksha. Helen crosses 
paths with Nana in the forest where he lives next to an old cremation site. Nana senses her guilt and helps Helen free herself from her 
pain of her mother's suicide. Arjun Das, a CBI officer from New Delhi is sent to Varanasi to find the killer. For Arjun it's a return to his 
home and a city he left behind. As the Hindu festival of fire and colour 'Holi' approaches Kasi prepares to claim the greatest sacrifice, 
Helen, and seeks deliverance from Nana, who must prove he is a true aghori, detached from everything. Feast of Varanasi is a taut 
thriller, which matches a sense of place and narrative to deliver an original and beauty film unlike any other made in India. 

 

Feed The Devil       
Cast: Ardis Barrow, Jared Cohn 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Max Perrier 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Rosana Coutinho +44 7765 398 742 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand E9 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 0050 

Synopsis: A small time drug dealer, his girlfriend and her sister travel to a remote forest location in search of a valuable drugs 
stash but their quest for easy money soon becomes a journey into the heart of darkness as they are confronted by a mythical indian 
tribe. 
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Final Portrait       
Cast: Geoffrey Rush 
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Stanley Tucci 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Paris, 1964. Alberto Giacometti, the celebrated artist, bumps into his old friend, a respected American critic, James 
Lord, and begs that he sit for a portrait because he has an interesting face. Lord is flattered by the request and as the days go by and 
turn into weeks and weeks seemingly with no end in sight, he realises his entire life has been hijacked by the erratic genius The portrait 
continues to ebb and flow. Veering between frustration and joy, Lord ultimately sees logic in the artist's chaotic mind and together we 
witness Giacometti complete one of his last masterpieces. 

 

Florence Foster Jenkins       
Cast: Hugh Grant, Meryl Streep 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Stephen Frears 
Status:  Production 

TPathé Int'l 
Muriel Sauzay +33 4 93 68 24 31 

sales@patheinternational.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 

Apartment 4A/E 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151 

Synopsis: The true story of Florence Foster Jenkins (Meryl Streep), the legendary New York heiress and socialite who 
obsessively pursued her dream of becoming a great opera singer. The voice she heard in her head was beautiful, but to everyone else it 
was hilariously awful. Her "husband"  and manager, St Clair Bayfield (Hugh Grant) an aristocratic English actor, was determined to 
protect his beloved Florence from the truth. But when Florence decided to give a public concert at Carnegie Hall in 1944, St Clair knew 
he faced his greatest challenge. 

 

Flutter       
Cast: Luke Evans, Joe Anderson Anna Anissimova, Billy 

Zane 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Giles Borg 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: John's life as a gambling addict is one of extreme highs and lows. When he meets Stan, a new female bookie, she 
offers him some strange and unconventional bets. The question is how far will John go for the ultimate last big win? 

 

Following Footsteps       
Cast: David Ajala, Matt Di Angelo, Nicole O'Neill, Charles 

Venn 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Richard Perry 
Status:  Completed 

TPrinc Films 
Igor Princ +1 763 458 1967 

info@princfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C2 

Home Office tel: +1 763 458 1967 

Synopsis: Christopher Knight (DAVID AJALA) feels that the only way he can get a grasp on his life and move on is to face his 
past. Guilt ridden, he feels by starting his own small contract catering business he will get the confidence needed to start rebuilding his 
life. After his wife committed suicide Chris' son James is still living with his grandmother as he is unable to give the boy a life he 
deserves. Chris's main target is to be a father and provide for his son. But, to be a good father, Chris knows he must make good and 
face horrible events form his past he wished had never had to happen. 

 

The Forbidden Note       
Cast: Bhasker Patel, Reena Anjali, Reese Scholtz, Umit 

Ulgen, Jonathan Hansler, Michael Oram, Michael 
Schiniou 

Genre: Romance 
Director:  Callum Andrew Johnston 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Engine 
Philip Taylor +44 7817 634 470 

phil@filmengine.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3239 1959 

Synopsis: Cosmo, a South African pianist falls in love with Sakeena, a British Muslim ballerina, who is being forced into an 
arranged marriage by her abusive radicalised Uncle. Through their struggle, Cosmo tries to show that the power of love, is far more 
important than the love for power. 
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The Four Warriors       
Cast: Christopher Dane, Kristian Nairn 
Genre: Epic 
Director:  Phil Hawkins 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Travelling home from The Crusades, four battle-weary soldiers discover a village gripped by dread. The men and 
children have all been abducted by unseen predators and the grieving villagers are living in fear of further attack. They tell of an ancient 
demon at work, intent on bringing total darkness upon the world. Although desperate to return to their own homes, the soldiers agree 
to help and set out on a mission to rescue the missing loved ones, thinking they must have been taken by slave traders. Heading into 
the mountains, they gradually learn the full extent of the prophecy and the importance of their epic quest. Drawing on all their strength 
and bravery they battle their way deep into the menacing caves to save the bewitched villagers and face the ultimate fight to prevent 
the triumph of evil over the world. Will they succeed in their last crusade? 

 

Free Fire       
Cast: Luke Evans, Armie Hammer, Cillian Murphy, Olivia 

Wilde 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Ben Wheatley 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: What should be a routine arms deal in a warehouse goes spectacularly wrong in an explosive gunfight. When the 
smoke clears, a handful of survivors fight for their lives. 

 

Future Shock The Story Of 2000AD       
Cast: Neil Gaiman, Grant Morrison, Pat Mills, Alex Garland 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Paul Goodwin 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: FUTURE SHOCK! tells the story of 2000AD, a UK science fiction comics anthology that came to change the face of 
the industry. First published in 1977 to cash in on the success of STAR WARS, 2000AD proved wildly popular with readers, but quickly 
forged its own distinct identity light years away from the clear-cut heroes and villains of George Lucas' space operatics. The comic was 
violent, edgy, anti-authoritarian, blackly funny and above all, idiosyncratically British. Not only did it introduce seminal creators such as 
Alan Moore and Grant Morrison, but it also had a profound influence on pop culture at large, with such cult cinema hits as ROBOCOP 
and HARDWARE paying overt homage to it soon after its initial publication. The comprehensive documentary account of how the comic 
came to be, how it survived for 36 years, and how it continues to be an innovator and game-changer, FUTURE SHOCK! offers an 
illuminating overview of the magazine's history. It's a warts-and-all look at the various highs and lows, a peek inside the creative 
process of some of its most notable creators, and a funny, moving and passionate chronicle of how a disparate band of talented 
eccentrics came together to create something both visionary and extraordinary. Featuring interviews with legendary fan favorites such 
as Neil Gaiman and Grant Morrison, plus dynamic visual sequences that pay tribute to the groundbreaking artwork published in the 
comic throughout the years, this is the exhaustive final word on 2000AD. The scrappy upstart that is all too often overlooked amongst 
the constant waves of Marvel/DC corporate hype, 2000AD is more vital than either of them - independent, cutting edge and still punk 
after all these years. FUTURE SHOCK! aims to finally give the comic its due. 

 

Garnet's Gold       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Ed Perkins 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114 

info@cinephil.co.il 
Market Office: Palais 01 Doc Corner 19.04 /21.03 

Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129 
Synopsis: Twenty years ago Garnet Frost escaped London and headed into the desolate Scottish wilderness. Setting off 
without a map, disaster struck. Garnet found himself trapped between a mountain and the mysterious Loch Arkaig. Lost, cold and 
alone, he resigned himself to die. But Garnet didn't die. By sheer chance, he was saved by a lone fisherman. For the past two decades, 
Garnet has been haunted by a memento from his doomed trip. He believes an unusual wooden staff he found while waiting to die is 
actually a marker for one of history's most famous lost treasures - a spectacular fortune once owned by Bonnie Prince Charlie and lost 
since 1746. Now, two decades after the trip which almost killed him, Garnet is ready to return to the mysterious loch in his quest to 
find the gold. What Garnet finds up there, amidst the towering landscape, changes his life forever. Garnet's Gold is more than a 
fascinating historical insight into a lost treasure. This is a journey into the mind of a man searching for meaning. A search with which we 
can all empathise. This is a film about dreams, inspiration and the resonating power of hope. This is a film about all of us. 
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The Gathering       
Cast: Simon Pegg 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Jon Keeyes 
Status:  Pre-Production 

T4Square Films 
Andrew Brown +44 7802 965 551 

andrewbrown@4sqf.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C22 

Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093 

Synopsis: All Hallows Eve: The Devil has gathered together horrors top scribes: Edgar Allan Poe, Bram Stoker, H.P. Lovecraft & 
Mary Shelley. As the four insult each other, The Devil arrives and demands that ‘each must tell him their scariest story’ to win the 
night's top prize - escape from Purgatory! 

 

Generation Z       
Cast: Dougray Scott, Jessica De Gouw, Martin McCann 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Steve Barker 
Status:  Post-Production 

TUmedia Int'l 
Oi Leng Lui +44 7919 835 978 

oileng.lui@umedia.eu 
Market Office: 3 Square Mérimée, Villa Marina 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3475 3232 

Synopsis: Following an apocalyptic zombie outbreak, humankind has finally regained the upper hand – but at what cost? 
 

Gernika       
Cast: Barbara Goenaga, Virginie Ledoven, Elena Anava, 

Gotz Otto, Daniel Bruhl 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Koldo Serra 
Status:  Production 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Bilbao, April 1937. Henry is an American correspondent. Famous for his talent and a commitment to the truth that 
blazed in him years ago, he has become a boozy and cynical opportunist obsessed only with his newspaper image and what is left of his 
fading fame. While delivering his last column and preparing to leave the Basque front to return to the fleshpots of Madrid, Henry 
encounters a fiery censor of the international press office of the Republican front. Teresa is a young idealist who has read and admired 
Henry's earlier work, but now she strongly criticizes his latest story because she considers it inaccurate, self serving, and even cowardly. 
Challenged by her spirit, and smitten with her beauty, Henry decides to stay and, with Teresa's help, tell the story of what is happening 
in Spain, a prelude to love and war, in a world that is quickly collapsing around the lovers. The odds are stacked against them. The 
jealous head of the Censorship Bureau loves Teresa too and there's a war on the way. 

 

Get Back       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Roger Appleton 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
Ross Boyask +33 4 92 99 32 01 

 
info@evolutionaryfilms.com 

Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand D12 
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 

Synopsis: The untold story of the city that rocked the world. This vibrant feature length music documentary tells the story of 
Liverpool music from the post war years to the present day. 

 

The Goob       
Cast: Liam Walpole, Sean Harris, Sienna Guillory 
Genre: First film 
Director:  Guy Myhill 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Bureau Sales/Le Bureau 
Emmanuelle Le Coutois +33 4 92 99 33 29 

info@lebureaufilms.com 
 

Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand E7 
Home Office tel: +33 1 40 33 33 80 

Synopsis: THE GOOB combines the dirty roar of stock car thunder with the visceral vision of a teenage boy's first love. We're 
in the middle of a heatwave in Fenland, England. Goob Taylor has spent each of his sixteen summers helping his Mum run the transport 
cafe and harvest the surrounding pumpkin fields. When his Mum shacks up with swarthy stock-car driving supremo and ladies' man 
Gene Womack, Goob becomes an unwelcome side thought. However Goob's world turns when exotic pumpkin picker Eva arrives. 
Fuelled by her flirtatious comments, Goob dreams of better things. 
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The Great British Mortgage Swindle       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Michael O'Bernicia, Michael O'Deira 
Status:  Completed 

TAFP 
Michael O'Deira +44 7404 620 927 

afp@a-fp.net 
Market Office: 17 quai St Pierre 

Home Office tel: +44 7404 620 927 
Synopsis: The Great British Mortgage Swindle is a powerfully compelling shockumentary film about banking crimes, the 
arrogant complicity of the legal professions and her majesty's judiciary; and five pioneering lay litigants, who have spent the last six 
years fighting for justice in just about every one of her majesty's courts, more often than not at the traumatic cost of having their 
castles stolen by licensed pirates, brandishing lethal weapons, battering rams and void court orders at dawn. Partly shot on HD mobile 
video, the film features several deeply harrowing and profoundly emotive, unlawful and violent evictions by county court bailiffs and 
high court enforcement officers; aided and abetted by members of her majesty's constabulary, the blindly deluded conveyancing 
industry and a plethora of bewigged sophists, who continue to preside in her majesty's miscarriage of justice system. The Great British 
Mortgage Swindle stands as a damning cultural indictment of the sheer scale and state-sanctioned brutality of the institutionalised 
mortgage fraud running rampant on the shores of Britain and has already been described as perhaps the most establishment British 
film of the 21st century; a film which simply cannot be ignored. 

 

Gunned Down       
Cast: Craig Fairbrass, James Cosmo, Mem Ferda 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Mark McQueen 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCinema Management Group 
Dene Anderberg +33 4 92 99 32 45 

info@cinemamanagementgroup.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin S17 

Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959 

Synopsis: JACK CREGAN, career criminal, family man and vicious armed robber, is on a mission for revenge. When Jack's 
Father Alfie Cregan is brutally murdered and their money from the Heathrow airport heist stolen, Jack, his cousin Sammy and other 
gang members Eddie and Frank, realize there is more to the stolen money and Alfie's murder than meets the eye and once Jack begins 
to dig, he knows that his life will never be the same again. The shattering revelations that follow force Jack, with the clock ticking to not 
only pull off one dangerous last robbery, but also to exact brutal revenge on all those involved. Set against the backdrop of the gritty 
streets of London and Marbella's hedonistic glamour on Spain's seductive Costa Del Sol. GUNNED DOWN is an uber violent stylish 
revenge thriller along the lines of "POINT BLANK"   meets "HEAT" . 

 

Hackney's Finest       
Cast: Nathanael Wiseman, Arin Alldridge 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Chris Bouchard 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Ent 
Gary Phillips + 33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7836 5536 

Synopsis: A small-time drug-dealer gets into big trouble when a corrupt East London cop tries to steal a consignment meant 
for Welsh-Jamaican Yardies. 

 

Hamlet       
Cast: Maxine Peake 
Genre: Historical 
Director:  Margaret Williams 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Little Film Company 
Elie Mechoulam +33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@thelittlefilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999 

Synopsis: Fresh-minted and funny, this Hamlet is compelling' - The Independent 'A triumph of re-invention... remarkable, 
intimate and intense... without straining for shock value or raising voices unduly, Peake and co make this 400-year-old revenge tragedy 
come alive in a way you've never seen before' - The Times 'Maxine Peake strikes all the notes of intelligence, intensity and range 
displayed by the best Hamlets' - Financial Times 

 

Happily Ever After       
Cast: Al Sapienza, Alex Kingston Janet Montgomery Peter 

Firth, Sara Paxton, Tom Cullen 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Joan Carr-Wiggin 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Heather, a documentary filmmaker, is forced to return to her hometown when her father becomes ill. Sarah Ann, 
about to get married to a local policeman, is thrilled to see her old friend. And she insists that Heather film her wedding video. The 
anarchist filmmaker and the pink-wearing bride seem to have nothing in common. But when Heather applies her political muck-racking 
skills to a small town wedding, she finds that no one is quite what they seem - especially the old friend she thought she knew better 
than anyone. 
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Harrigan       
Cast: Stephen Tompkinson, Craig Conway Ian Whyte, Amy 

Manson, Gillian Kearney Jamie Cho 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Vince Woods 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Detective sergeant Harrigan returns to his home-town of Newcastle, having been away fighting corruption in Hong 
Kong only to find the city in deep economic crisis and disorder during the the winter of 1973 - 74. As he rejoins his old police force, he 
quickly realises the chaos is spreading like a disease. His new boss is LARSON, who used to work for him. He sees HARRIGAN as a 
troublemaker and struggles badly with a tight budget for the police department, trying desperately to keep HARRIGAN at bay. 
Meanwhile, HARRIGAN introduce himself to his old friends and enemies within the community with repercussions. Despite LARSON's 
orders, HARRIGAN decides to re-open the old Police Station to continue his investigations he learns that his case is linked to the 
massive illegal activities of a local gang. HARRIGAN finds himself policing in an unfriendly neighbourhood with restricted powers and no 
support from LARSON. As HARRIGAN rattles community and police cages, a dead body is found. HARRIGAN has to move fast as human 
lives are at stake. After his old friend BILLY and former Sergeant is beaten to death by his enemies, his mission for justice becomes 
personal. The war is on! 

 

The Haunting Of Borley Rectory       
Cast: Julian Sands, Dan McSherry 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Steven M. Smith 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGreenway Ent 
Steven M. Smith +44 7952 856 069 

steven@greenwayentertainment.com 
Home Office tel: +44 126 857 4278 

Synopsis: Would you spend the night in the most haunted house in the world? 
 

Hec McAdam       
Cast: Peter Mullan, Gina McKee, Stephen Tompkinson 
Genre: First film 
Director:  Jake Gavin 
Status:  Completed 

TUrban Distribution Int'l 
Delphyne Besse +33 6 72 72 91 93 

contact@urbandistrib.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera H2 

Home Office tel: +34 1 48 70 46 56 

Synopsis: Hector has been living on the motorways for years. His once comfortable family life has been replaced by a never-
ending tour of service stations that offer him shelter, anonymity, washing facilities and food, passed the sell-by date. The story follows 
his journey south from Scotland on his annual pilgrimage to a temporary Christmas shelter in London where he finds comfort, 
friendship and warmth. Over the course of his homeric journey, Hector decides to reconnect with his long estranged past. As his 
previous life catches up with him, the story of how he came to be leading a marginal life begins to emerge. 

 

Hide And Seek       
Cast: Hannah Arterton, Josh O'Connor, Rea Mole, Daniel 

Metz  Joe Banks 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Joanna Coates 
Status:  Completed 

TWide 
Matthias Angoulvant +33 7 70 07 64 04 

infos@widemanagement.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera E6 

Home Office tel: +33 1 53 95 04 64 

Synopsis: Four young people flee from London and set up in a polyamorous commune in the country, choosing total isolation 
as a form of protest against the ills of the world. 

 

High-Rise       
Cast: Tom Hiddleston, Elizabeth Moss, Jeremy Irons, Luke 

Evans, Sienna Miller 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ben Wheatley 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: London, 1975. A slick apartment tower rises above the Thames, the beginnings of what will soon become the 
world's biggest financial hub. Dominating the landscape, it is simply called the HIGH-RISE... its address a mark of exclusivity. Its newest 
resident is Robert Laing, an ambitious young doctor utterly seduced by the lifestyle and cutting-edge technology the high-rise has to 
offer. Laing meets Wilder, a charismatic provocateur who introduces him to the seedy underbelly of the high-rise. The cracks in this 
apparently flawless society grow rapidly, and Laing is shocked at the depravity he sees. Life in the high-rise quickly descends into 
madness and violence, and Laing finds himself amongst the marauding hordes of bloodthirsty tenants who take over the building, floor 
by floor. 
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Hockney       
Cast: David Hockney, Arthur Lambert 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Randall Wright 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Hockney is the definitive exploration of one of the most important artists of his generation. For the first time, David 
Hockney has given unprecedented access to his personal archive of photographs and films, resulting in a frank and unparalleled visual 
diary of his long life. Acclaimed filmmaker Randall Wright offers a unique view of this unconventional artist who is now reaching new 
peaks of popularity worldwide. As charismatic as ever, at 77 years old he is still working in the studio seven days a week. "It's been said 
that there was something of the holiday about David Hockney, that, despite personal loss, he sees the world with holiday eyes, as if for 
the first time. I wanted to capture this attitude without taking away the mystery and magic of a great artist."  

 

Howl       
Cast: Ed Speleers, Sean Pertwee, Shauna Macdonald, 

Rosie Day 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Hyett 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Joe, a young ticket-collector, is riding the last train out of London on a dark and stormy night along with a meager 
bunch of passengers. When the train brakes violently and comes to a sudden halt deep in the middle of a forest, it seems they have hit 
something on the line. But when the driver ventures out to investigate he never returns, leaving the passengers in a state of panic - 
particularly when Joe sees the driver's mutilated body outside the carriage. Realising there's something dangerous lurking in the forest, 
Joe tells the passengers to make barricades to secure themselves in the carriage but soon the deadly creature is stalking the besieged 
train and smashing through their defences, picking them off one-by-one. Joe rallies his 'pack' of passengers to fight back. During a 
vicious battle they manage to kill the creature, revealing it to be a hideous mutated fusion of human and wild animal - a werewolf. 
However, celebrations are cut short when they hear more howls coming from the forest... 

 

A Hundred Streets       
Cast: Idris Elba, Gemma Arterton, Ken Stott, Adam Bakri, 

Tom Cullen, Steven Mackintosh, Samantha Barks 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jim O'Hanlon 
Status:  Post-Production 

TUmedia Int'l 
Oi Leng Lui +44 7919 835 978 

oileng.lui@umedia.eu 
Market Office: 3 Square Mérimée, Villa Marina 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3475 3232 

Synopsis: Four interconnecting stories featuring characters from very different backgrounds, whose paths meet, crash, merge 
and diverge, all within an area encompassing 100 London streets 

 

The Hunting Of The Snark       
Cast: Simon Fox, Tom Stanley Joerg Stadler, Rowena 

Lennon, Nigel Osner, Andrew McDonald, Kevin 
Potten, Maia Krall Fry 

Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Saranne Bensusan 
Status:  Completed 

TFrom The 3rd Story Prods 
Lawrence Mallinson +44 7890 446 405 

contactus@fromthe3rdstoryproductions.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 845 862 2054 

Synopsis: A group of adventurers go hunting for a mythical Snark that they would be ill-equipped to catch even if any of them 
actually knew what it was in the adaptation of Lewis Carroll's nonsense poem. 

 

The Hurricanes       
Cast: Christina Hendricks, Anne Marie Duff, Lucy Punch 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Jonathan Lynn 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: With one last shot at fame and fortune, Kim (Christina Hendricks) must locate estranged band-mates Nicky Bliss 
(Lucy Punch), last seen in rehab, and Alex Moon (Anne Marie Duff), now an angry feminist poet, and persuade them to resurrect their 
once chart topping girl-group in an unlikely reunion between three women loaded with baggage, baby-weight and decades of festering 
mistrust. 
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Hustlers Convention       
Cast: Jalaluddin Jalal Mansur Nuriddin, Chuck D, Krs One, 

Fab 5 Freddy, Melle Mel 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mike Todd 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Rosie Flynn +44 7785 615 777 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand S16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 

Synopsis: Hailed by Grandmaster Flash and Chuck D, sampled by the Beastie Boys, Wu Tang Clan, and Nas, Hustlers 
Convention was the foundation for todays hip-hop scene. This film tells of one of music's buried masterpieces: the missing link between 
soul power and hip hop, which gave its creator the right to claim his title as the 'grandfather of rap'. Released in 1973 by original 
member of The Last Poets, Jalal Mansur Nuriddin, this documentary tells the story of two young hustlers who attend the eponymous 
convention, only to get tangled up in a shootout and police chase. It is also a tale within a tale of culture and identity, of ambition and 
greed. It gave the streets a voice, was recited in neighbourhoods word for word and still resonates with meaning today. With original 
interviews including Jalal Nuriddin aka Lightnin' Rod, Ice T, KRS One, Chuck D, MC Lyte & Melle Mel, Hustlers Convention explores the 
forgotten roots of rap, and takes a closer look at how the album changed the face of music. 

 

I Am Not A Serial Killer       
Cast: Christopher Lloyd, Max Records, Laura Fraser 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Billy O'Brien 
Status:  Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: Fifteen - year old John Cleaver is dangerous, and he knows it. He's obsessed with serial killers, but really doesn't 
want to become one. Terrible impulses constantly tempt him, so for his own sake, and the safety of those around, he lives by rigid rules 
to keep himself "good"   and "normal" . However when a real monster shows up in his town he has to let his dark side out in order to 
stop it - but without his rules to keep him in check, he might be more dangerous than the monster he's trying to kill. 

 

I Need A Dodge - Joe Strummer On The Run       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Nick Hall 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Thing Is... 
Chris Johnson +33 4 93 99 86 04 

contact@thethingisfilms.com 
Market Office: Creative Europe Pavilion 119, Int'l 

Village 
Home Office tel: +44 776 873 4437 

Synopsis: A story from Joe Strummer's "lost years" in Spain after the break up of The Clash. It's 1997 and Joe is interviewed on 
Spanish radio he mentions the Dodge he bought in Madrid 12 years earlier but later 'lost'. He puts out a call to the Spanish people for 
their help to find his car 

 

iBoy       
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Adam Randall 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: A super hero thriller for the digital generation. Tom's average teenage existence is turned on its head when a 
violent encounter with local thugs leaves fragments of shattered iPhone embedded in his brain. Tom knows, sees, and can do more 
than any normal boy ever could. With his new powers he sets out to avenge Lucy, the girl he loves. Taking the law into his own electric 
hands he faces moral decisions as well as fearsome local gangsters. 

 

Infected       
Cast: David Wayman, Luke Hobson, Nicky Paul Barton 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Andrew Gilbert 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itndistribution.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C9 

Home Office tel: +1 310 928 3115 

Synopsis: The Virus Apocalypse has begun and has spread across the world in a matter of days. Army blockades are struggling 
to contain the outbreak, evacuation centres are hastily set up but as the containment fails and the world is engulfed by the undead, a 
disparate group of survivors find themselves struggling to survive 
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The Infiltrator       
Cast: Bryan Cranston, Diane Kruger, John Leguizamo, 

Benjamin Bratt, Olympia Dukakis, Amy Ryan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Brad Furman 
Status:  Production 

TRelativity Int'l 
Christian Monti +33 4 93 38 21 68 

internationalsales@relativitymedia.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 28 Bis Rue 

Des Serbes, #7G2 
Home Office tel: +1 310 724 7700 

 
Synopsis: Based on the pulse-pounding true story of a fearless undercover agent, THE INFILTRATOR gives an inside look at the 
dangerous life of high-rolling international criminals. When a US customs agent poses as a money launderer, he is able to infiltrate the 
Colombian drug cartel's vicious world and learns just how far the trail of corruption really reaches. 

 

Just Jim       
Cast: Emile Hirsch, Craig Roberts 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Craig Roberts 
Status:  Completed 

TVisit Films 
Matt Atkins +1 646 673 1344 

info@visitfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins S8 

Home Office tel: +1 718 312 8210 

Synopsis: In a small Welsh town, a teenage outcast becomes the cool kid when an enigmatic American moves in next door 
and takes him under his wing. 

 

K2 - Touching The Sky       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Eliza Kubarska 
Status:  Completed 

TRise And Shine World Sales 
Diana Karklin +49 163 472 763 9 

info@riseandshine-berlin.de 
Market Office: Palais 01 Doc Corner 19.04 /21.03 

Home Office tel: +49 304 737 29 80 
Synopsis: WALKING UNDER WATER-director Eliza Kubarska takes children of accalaimed alpinists who lost their lives on K2 on 
an expedition to the Himalayan mountains to face their parents´ fatal destiny. An emotional journey set against breathtaking views of 
Karakorum. 

 

Kajaki: The True Story       
Cast: Mark Stanley, David Elliot, Malachi Kirby 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Katis 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: A company of young British soldiers find themselves courageously fighting for each other's lives in a terrifying 
minefield where the next step could be their last. This riveting suspense thriller tells the true story of the bravery and brotherhood that 
takes place on the Kajaki Dam. 

 

Keeping Rosy       
Cast: Blake Harrison, Maxine Peake 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Steve Reeves 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Pierre-Louis Manes +44 7794 327 661 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3542 1425 

Synopsis: Charlotte is a woman completely defined by her career. All she wants from life is a share of the media agency she 
has devoted herself to building. When she is betrayed by her partners, the fragility of her perfect existence is exposed and her 
frustration boils over with devastating consequences. As Charlotte's life disintegrates, we follow her on a heart-racing journey of 
danger, self-discovery, and atonement as she fights for a future that is Rosy... 

 

Kill Command       
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Steven Gomez 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: An elite army unit is helicoptered to a remote, off-the-grid island army training facility. What starts out as a simple 
training exercise for Captain Bukes and his tight-knit unit, descends into a terrifying battle to the death, as the marines discover the 
island is overrun by an enemy that transcends the human concept of evil. 
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Kill Your Friends       
Cast: Nicolas Hoult, James Corden, Rosanna Arquette 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Owen Harris 
Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: When the road to success is littered with losers and even your closest colleagues are desperate for you to fail, what 
would you do to make it to the top? London, 1997; the British music industry is on a winning streak. Britpop bands Blur, Oasis, The 
Verve rule the airwaves and Cool Britannia is in full swing. 27-year-old A&R man Steven Stelfox is slashing and burning his way through 
the music business, a world where 'no one knows anything' and where careers are made and broken by chance and the fickle tastes of 
the general public. Fuelled by greed, ambition and inhuman quantities of drugs, Stelfox lives the dream, as he searches for his next hit 
record. But as the hits dry up and the industry begins to change, Stelfox takes the concept of "killer tunes" to a murderous new level in 
a desperate attempt to salvage his career. 

 

Killers Point       
Cast: Olivier Gruner, Sebastien Vanderberghe, Amal 

Kamal 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Gilles Thompson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Morocco: Top level surfer, Kevin, supports his passion training for the upcoming Big Waves Championship by 
working on an archeological excavation project in the ancient site of Volubilis. Upon discovering a secret chamber full of ancient 
artefacts, Kevin is pulled into the network of art smugglers, led by his boss Khalid. He initially refuses to help them until Amal kidnaps 
his girlfriend Sara. Whilst trying to focus with his practice on the waves, Kevin must find the time to reluctantly assist in the dangerous 
mission of sailing with the valuable relics to Spain, where the henchmen of the buyers are waiting. The delivery is cut short by the 
arrival of Interpol who had been tracking the operation. Kevin is caught with evidence and upon questioning confesses everything. 
James, the Interpol agent, decides to help rescue Sara by infiltrating the network, posing as a fellow competitor in the Big Waves 
tournament and seducing Amal. With the date of the final shipment to Spain fast-approaching, will Kevin and James be able to thwart 
the evil perpetrators and rescue Sara? And will Kevin live to compete in the Big Waves Championship? 

 

K-Shop       
Cast: Ziad Abaza, Scot Williams, Reece Noi, Darren 

Morfitt, Kristin Atherton 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Dan Pringle 
Status:  Completed 

TWhite Lantern Film 
Adam Merrifield +44 797 319 8936 

info@whitelanternfilm.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 120 229 0743 

Synopsis: After the authorities fail to bring to justice the drunken customers responsible for the death of his father, kebab 
shop owner Salar begins the dark and lonely descent into the world of vigilantism. After a fight with a bad-mannered customer goes 
wrong, Salar finds himself needing to dispose of a dead body and turns to the one place he knows best...the kebabs. Witnessing his 
unsuspecting customers wolfing down the new recipe, Salar quickly realises his opportunity to further escalate the fight against the 
drunks and launches into a killing spree against those he deems punishable. 

 

Le Mans 3D       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Erskine 
Status:  Production 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Rosie Flynn +44 7785 615 777 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand S16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 
Synopsis: The drivers line up on the grid; engines that have taken a year of patient invention and testing are revving to red. In 
the pit lanes stand mechanics, eyes focused on TV monitors, crossing their hearts that the cars will hold out. Team managers shout last 
instructions into head-sets. In the stands are fans and family; wives and girlfriends offer up a prayer for victory, but above all for the 
safety of their men. Time freezes for a moment. Then, the light goes green... and THEY ARE OFF! The lead drivers in the top class of 
Endurance car, head at break-neck speed towards the first corner of the Le Mans 24 hour race; the most grueling and celebrated global 
motor racing event. This is a place where dreams are made, and broken. It is a place of almost religious intensity for the drivers, 
engineers, marshalls and tens of thousands of spectators that are here to witness the 91st edition of the most glorious of all races. Shot 
in blistering state-of-the art 3-D, this film tells the story of this race and of the men who compete in it. For 24 hours, and also in the 
months and weeks leading up to the race, we'll get to know what makes these men tick and what gives them the sheer guts to race the 
24 hours of Le Mans. 
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Legend       
Cast: Tom Hardy Emily Browning 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Brian Helgeland 
Status:  Post-Production 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 

Synopsis: Legend is the story of the rise and fall of notorious gangsters the Kray twins who dominated London crime in the 
swinging sixties. 

 

The Legend Of Barney Thomson       
Cast: Robert Carlyle, Emma Thompson, Ray Winstone, 

Tom Courtenay 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Robert Carlyle 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMyriad Pictures 
Stacy Glassgold +1 310 691 0233 

info@myriadpictures.com 
Market Office: 41 Bd. La Croisette 4th Fl. 

Home Office tel: +1 310 279 4000 

Synopsis: A Glaswegian barber inadvertently stumbles into serial murder, with both absurd and macabre consequences as he 
tries to cover his crimes in this surrealistic comedy. 

 

Let Us Prey       
Cast: Liam Cunningham, Pollyanna Mcintosh, Hanna 

Stanbridge 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Brian O'Malley 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: An enigmatic stranger is detained in the cells of a remote police station one fateful night. From his basement 
dungeon the charismatic loner begins to take over the minds of his fellow inmates and those of the police officers. He influences them 
to bend to his evil will and their latent inner demons explode in a crazed night of blood-spilling and mayhem. Only rookie cop Rachel is 
able to resist him... Will she survive? Judge, Jury and Executioner are waiting in Let Us Prey. 

 

Level Up       
Cast: Neil Maskell, Josh Bowman 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Adam Randall 
Status:  Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +33 4 93 38 29 10 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Bianca 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: MATT and ANNA are a young couple living in London. Anna is starting her career and knows what she wants, whilst 
Matt is still struggling to find his purpose in life. On the surface they are happy but tensions are beginning to mount. Then one morning 
masked thugs break into the flat and kidnap Anna before assaulting Matt, locking him into a mysterious vest and leaving him a mobile 
phone. Matt is told the vest contains a package which he must deliver by following instructions issued to him via the mobile phone. If 
he fails, tries to seek help, or deviates from their instructions, they will kill Anna. Over the course of one day Matt has to make his way 
across London in a desperate bid to save his girlfriend as a host of characters attempt to derail him from his mission. 

 

The Limehouse Golem       
Cast: Alan Rickman, Saoirse Ronan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Juan Carlos Medina 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: London, 1880. In the dangerous Limehouse district, a series of murders have shaken the community. So monstrous 
and ruthless are these crimes the press claim they're the work of The Golem - a legendary creature from dark times... The Golem strikes 
again. With no genuine leads, the police put the inexperienced Detective Inspector Kildare on the case, a scapegoat for when the next 
victim surfaces. 

 

The Lobster       
Cast: Colin Farrell, Rachel Weisz, Ben Whishaw, Lea Seydoux, 

Olivia Colman, Ariane Labad, Angeliki Papoulia 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Yorgos Lanthimos 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: A love story set in the near future where single people, according to the rules of The City, are arrested and 
transferred to The Hotel. There they are obliged to find a matching mate in 45 days. If they fail, they are transformed into an animal of 
their choosing and released into The Woods. A desperate Man escapes from The Hotel to The Woods where The Loners live and falls in 
love, although it is against their rules. 
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London Road       
Cast: Olivia Colman, Anita Dobson, Tom Hardy 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Rufus Norris 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: London Road documents the events of 2006, when the quiet rural town of Ipswich was shattered by the discovery 
of the bodies of five women. The residents of London Road had struggled for years with frequent soliciting and kerb-crawling on their 
street. When a local resident was charged and then convicted of the murders, the community grappled with what it meant to be at the 
epicentre of this tragedy. 

 

London Town       
Cast: Johnathan Rhys Meyers, Carice Van Houten, Daniel 

Huttlestone, Dougray Scott 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Derrick Borte 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCargo Ent 
Nick Crawford +1 760 470 9266 
info@cargoentertainment.com 

Market Office: Grand Hotel Bengali Entrance, 4th 
Fl #43 

Home Office tel: +1 646 354 7160 

Synopsis: An adventurous teen seeps into the street scene of 1980's London in the hopes of finding his mother. With the 
music of the legendary rock band The Clash, he discovers an edgy city that is at times unforgiving, yet a sensorial and emotional 
learning ground that will force him to become a man. 

 

The Look Of Silence       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Joshua Oppenheimer 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114 

info@cinephil.co.il 
Market Office: Palais 01 Doc Corner 19.04 /21.03 

Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129 
Synopsis: Through Joshua Oppenheimer's work filming perpetrators of the Indonesian genocide, a family of survivors 
discovers how their son was murdered and the identity of the men who killed him. The youngest brother is determined to break the 
spell of silence and fear under which the survivors live, and so confronts the men responsible for his brother's murder - something 
unimaginable in a country where killers remain in power. 

 

Looking For Light: Jane Bown       
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Michael Whyte, Luke Dodd 
Status:  Completed 

TWavelength Pictures 
John Flahive +44 7968 772 792 

john.flahive@wavelengthpictures.co.uk 
Market Office: Creative Europe Pavilion 119, Int'l 

Village 
Home Office tel: +44 7968 772 792 

Synopsis: A revealing portrait of this most self-effacing but great portrait photographer emerges through conversation, 
anecdote and candid reflection. In the almost six decades that Jane Bown (b 1925) worked for the Observer newspaper, she became 
renowned for insightful, highly individualistic portraits of the famous. Some of these portraits are now regarded as classics of the genre 
- Samuel Beckett, Queen Elizabeth, the Beatles, Bertrand Russell, Mick Jagger, Margaret Thatcher, etc. Bown's great mantra is, 
'photographers should neither be seen nor heard'. Diminutive in stature and with an all-important ability to blend into the background, 
Bown was the antithesis of the Fleet Street, macho photojournalist. This feature documentary is a beautiful portrait of both Jane Bown, 
her determination to succeed in an almost exclusively male world, and her process of working as a photographer. It includes interviews 
with Rankin, Nobby Clark and Don McCullin and her many iconic photographs of the great and the good (and a few bad) of the 
twentieth and twenty first centuries. 

 

Lost In Karastan       
Cast: Matthew Macfadyen, Myanna Buring, Noah Taylor 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Ben Hopkins 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: EPIC is a gentle black comedy about a confused, washed up British film director, Emil, who is invited by a nascent 
state to make a national Epic in an obscure Caucasus Republic ruled by an eccentric and corrupt dictator. When down and out Academy 
award winning British film director Emil Miller receives an invitation to the Embassy of the Autonomous Republic of Karastan, little 
does he know that he will be embarking on one of the wildest journeys of his already diverse and colourful career. 
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Love & Friendship       
Cast: Chloe Sevigny 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Whitt Stillman 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: An adaptation of Jane Austen’s first novella ‘Lady Susan’, Love & Friendship follows the beautiful Lady Susan as she 
attempts to find a husband for herself and her long-suffering daughter Frederica. 

 

Love Is All: 100 Years Of Love & Courtship       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kim Longinotto 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - 

G17 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 

Synopsis: Love is All takes us on a journey through the Twentieth century, exploring love and courtship on screen in a century 
of unprecedented social upheaval. From the very first kisses ever caught on film, through the disruption of war, to the birth of youth 
culture, gay liberation and free love, we follow courting couples flirting at tea dances, kissing in the back of the movies, shacking up and 
fighting for the right to love. This is the celluloid story of love and courtship since the birth of the movie camera; told with spellbinding 
footage from the British Film Institute archive and Yorkshire Film Archive and many more! Directed by Kim Longinotto, edited by Ollie 
Huddleston and set to a stunning Richard Hawley soundtrack. 

 

Macbeth       
Cast: Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard 
Genre: Epic 
Director:  Justin Kurzel 
Status:  Completed 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 

Synopsis: From the producers of the worldwide hit and Oscar winning THE KING’S SPEECH, an epic and powerful cinematic 
adaptation of a timeless masterpiece. 

 

The Magnificent Eleven       
Cast: Keith Allen, Sean Pertwee, Gary Mavers, Phillip 

Rhys, Jenna Harrison Paul Barber, Robert Vaughn 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Jeremy Wooding 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
Ross Boyask +33 4 92 99 32 01 

 
info@evolutionaryfilms.com 

Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand D12 
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 

Synopsis: A modernisation of the classic western in which the Cowboys are a local amateur soccer team, the Indians run a 
nearby Tandoori restaurant, and the Bandits are a group of menacing thugs led by a maniac known simply as American Bob. 

 

The Man In The Box       
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Arsen Ostojic 
Status:  Production 

TParkland Pictures 
Pierre-Louis Manes +44 7794 327 661 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3542 1425 
Synopsis: August 1944, a small village in the Austrian Tyrol. With some reluctance, a teenage boy's family takes into hiding a 
Jewish doctor who saved the boy's life before the war. The boy (Niki), now 15 and in the Hitler Youth, is appalled by the idea, as is his 
frightened mother, but the father insists. A friendship gradually develops between the boy and Doctor Weiss, the 'man in the box', who 
has to open his eyes, amid the ever-present dangers of discovery and exposure. 

 

Man Up       
Cast: Simon Pegg, Lake Bell 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Ben Palmer 
Status:  Completed 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 

Synopsis: A romantic comedy about taking chances and rolling with the consequences. One night, two people, on a first date 
like no other... 
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The Man Who Knew Infinity       
Cast: Dev Patel, Jeremy Irons, Toby Jones, Stephen Fry, 

Jeremy Northam, Devika Bhise 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Matt Brown 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMister Smith Ent 
Rouzie Hassanova +44 7711 375 574 

rhassanova@mistersmithent.com 
Market Office: Palais du Rond Point 3, Rond Point 

Dubois d’Angers, 1st Fl 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 1724 

Synopsis: Growing up poor in Madras, India, Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyengar earns admittance to Cambridge University during 
WWI, where he becomes a pioneer in mathematical theories with the guidance of his professor, G.H. Hardy. 

 

Message From The King       
Cast: Chadwick Boseman, Luke Evans, Teresa Palmer, 

Alfred Molina 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Fabrice Du Welz 
Status:  Post-Production 

TEntertainment One Films Int'l 
Marie Garrett 

international@entonegroup.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Bengali Entrance, 2nd Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3691 8600 

Synopsis: After suddenly losing all contact with his younger sister, Jacob King arrives in Los Angeles determined to track her 
down. 

 

The Messenger       
Cast: Robert Sheehan, Lily Cole, Joely Richardson, Andrew 

Tiernan, Jack Fox, David O'Hara 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  David Blair 
Status:  Completed 

TCinema Management Group 
Dene Anderberg +33 4 92 99 32 45 

info@cinemamanagementgroup.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin S17 

Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959 

Synopsis: To the outside world looking in, Jack's not well. He's been in and out of secure units all of his young life, had every 
drug they can throw at him, every treatment they can think of... but nothing can make the dead go away. The dead always find a way 
through. The Messenger is a story of frustration, guilt, love and betrayal. Unwillingly becoming embroiled in the unfinished business of 
Mark (a journalist brutally murdered in a local park and his television presenter wife, Sarah, to whom he's desperate to say one last 
goodbye), Jack finds himself getting closer to Sarah, obsessed with passing on Mark's message. Discovering hidden secrets and lies 
finally pushes Jack over the edge. But there is hope when his estranged sister, Emma, gets in touch. Jack starts to remember the past 
they shared together and as the memories come flooding back, he starts to confront the truth about the death of his father. 

 

Miss You Already       
Cast: Drew Barrymore, Toni Collette, Dominic Cooper, 

Paddy Considine, Jacqueline Bisset, Tyson Ritter 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Catherine Hardwicke 
Status:  Completed 

TSalt 
James Norrie +33 7 89 26 91 31 

info@salt-co.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Terrace, 45 La 

Croisette 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 

Synopsis: Milly and Jess have been best friends forever. They've shared everything since they were kids - secrets, clothes, 
laughs, substances, boyfriends... now they are trying to be grown-ups. Milly has a high-flying job and lives in a beautiful townhouse 
with husband Kit and their two kids. Jess is a town planner and she and her boyfriend Jago live on a bohemian houseboat on a London 
canal. Their friendship is as rock solid as ever. That is until Jess struggles to have a much longed-for baby and Milly finds out she has 
breast cancer. How do you share that? 

 

Molly Crows       
Cast: Mercy Gaiger, George Newton Samira Mohamed Ali 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ray Wilkes 
Status:  Completed 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: Molly Crows tells the true story of how a woman wrongly accused of witchcraft in the 18th century was persecuted 
by Witchfinders so fearful of her they exhumed her body with a priest. The film tells the story of how Haslem, a small town in middle-
England, has to face up to its dark and grisly past after a series of suspicious deaths is investigated by a newly appointed detective. 
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Molly Moon And The Incredible Book Of Hypnotism      
Cast: Emily Watson, Ann-Marie Duff, Dominic Monaghan, Leslie 

Manville, Celia Imrie, Raffey Cassidy 
Genre: Children's 
Director:  Christopher N. Rowley 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 

301 
sales@metro-films.com 

Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Based on a series of best-selling children's books with over 4 million copies sold worldwide. When 12 year old Molly 
Moon finds a mysterious book on hypnotism, she escapes from the orphanage where she lives to pursue her dreams of fame and 
fortune in London. 

 

Mr. Holmes       
Cast: Ian McKellen 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Bill Condon 
Status:  Completed 

TFilmnation Ent 
Tara Erer +33 4 93 38 12 44 

info@filmnation.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion, 4 Rue De 

Serbes #3H2 
Home Office tel: +1 917 484 8900 

Synopsis: Set in 1947, MR HOLMES follows a long-retired Sherlock Holmes (McKellen), who lives in a sleepy village outside of 
London with his housekeeper and her amateur-sleuthing son. 

 

Narcopolis       
Cast: Elliot Cowan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Justin Trefgarne 
Status:  Completed 

TRaven Banner Ent 
Sonia Lowe +1 416 829 2373 

info@ravenbanner.ca 
Market Office: Palais Lerins S12 

Home Office tel: +1 416 778 9090 

Synopsis: In the near future, Frank Grieves is a new breed of police officer working in a city where all recreational drugs are 
legal. When he is taken off a case involving an unidentified corpse, he discovers that legalization has come at a price. 

 

Neuromancer       
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:   
Status:  Development 

TGFM Films 
Eduardo Bussi +33 4 67 26 10 38 

general@gfmfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 10th Fl. 
Home Office tel: + 44 207 186 6300 

Synopsis: Case was the hottest computer cowboy cruising the information superhighway, jacking his consciousness into 
cyberspace, soaring through tactile lattices of data and logic, rustling encoded secrets for anyone with the money to buy his skills. Then 
he double-crossed the wrong people, who caught up with him in a big way -- and burned the talent out of his brain, micron by micron. 
Banished from cyberspace, trapped in the meat of his physical body, Case courted death in the high-tech underworld. Until a shadowy 
conspiracy offered him a second chance -- and a cure -- for a price. 

 

Never Let Go       
Cast: Angela Dixon, Heather Peace, Velibor Topic 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard Ford 
Status:  Completed 

TLatitude Films 
Howard Ford +44 7977 450 673 

howard@latitude-films.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 7977 450 673 

Synopsis: A powerful and heart racing journey following a single mother who takes the law into her own hands when her child 
is abducted whilst on vacation. 

 

Night Will Fall       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Andre Singer 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114 

info@cinephil.co.il 
Market Office: Palais 01 Doc Corner 19.04 /21.03 

Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129 
Synopsis: Night Will Fall' tells the story of the liberation of the Nazi Concentration camps. Using remarkable archive footage 
and testimony from both survivors and liberators, it tells of the efforts made to document the almost unbelievable scenes that the 
allies encountered on Liberation. It explores how a team of top filmmakers, including Sidney Bernstein, Richard Crossman and Alfred 
Hitchcock came together to make a film to provide undeniable evidence of the what the allies found. Each new generation deserves 
access to this evidence. 
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No Fire Zone       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Callum Macrae 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114 

info@cinephil.co.il 
Market Office: Palais 01 Doc Corner 19.04 /21.03 

Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129 
Synopsis: The film - with dramatic new testimony and evidence - tells the terrible narrative of the last 138 days of this awful 
war. Just five years ago, in January 2009, the government of Sri Lanka launched its final offensive against the secessionist rebels, the 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, better known as the Tamil Tigers. Two weeks into the assault the government declared the first "No 
Fire Zone" and encouraged between 300,000 and 400,000 Tamil civilians to gather there, for their own safety. The government then 
launched a deadly, sustained and deliberate shelling campaign on this and subsequent zones. The story of what happened next is told 
in vivid detail by our central characters. The suffering of the trapped civilians was terrible - and recorded on a day to day basis on small 
cameras and mobile phones. Makeshift hospitals set up in abandoned schools were targeted and civilians denied adequate food and 
medicine by the government. The agony of the trapped civilians was compounded by the Tigers who refused to let them leave - and 
shot some who tried. One UN report estimated that as many as 40,000 died in just a few weeks. A more recent UN report suggested 
the death toll could reach 70,000 or even more. The government believed they would get away with this because they had excluded 
international witnesses from the war zone. But there were witnesses: The people who were trapped there. Their extraordinary 
testimony and incredible footage is at the heart of this film, and has been carefully and meticulously assembled to create a terrifying 
and compelling account. Then in the final days of the war another terrifying series of atrocities and war crimes were committed by Sri 
Lankan soldiers against captured fighters. Crimes of torture, execution and sexual violence - all filmed as grotesque war trophies by the 
perpetrators themselves. This unique television film brings together the latest evidence to emerge from these terrible days. And then it 
brings to story up to date describing how - in this apparently idyllic holiday island - the repression of the Tamils, the suppression of any 
government critics, the disappearances and the violence continues. 

 

Noel (Working Title)       
Cast: Chris Colfer, Vanessa Redgrave, Ian McKellan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Joe Stephenson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: NOEL captures the transition from struggling child actor to the world's most in demand playwright with The Vortex, 
his controversial play which scandalised and thrilled critics and audiences alike. Noel's whip smart dialogue and outrageous 
characterisation tore up the theatre rule book forever and inspired a new generation of writers. 

 

North V South       
Cast: Bernard Hill, Steven Berkoff, Greta Scacchi, Elliott Tittensor, 

Keith Allen, Freema Agyeman, Charlotte Hope 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Steven Nesbit 
Status:  Completed 

TCarnaby Int'l 
Alice Kidd +44 7557 515 707 

alice@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 

Synopsis: For decades the criminal underworlds of the North and South UK bumped along begrudgingly. Like the Cold War, 
territories were respected out of the necessity to avoid apocalypse, with each side covertly keeping tabs on the other's capability. Such 
a precarious false harmony could not last forever. Now someone has crossed the line, and there's no going back. An Illicit love affair 
smolders, breaking taboo and threatening catastrophe at the smallest mistake. It is a romance of purest, unadulterated love, yet so 
forbidden that it's discovery would wreak unbridled carnage. 

 

Northern Soul       
Cast: Elliot Langridge, Josh Whitehouse, Lisa Stansfield, 

Steve Coogan, Ricky Tomlinson 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Elaine Constantine 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Little Film Company 
Elie Mechoulam +33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@thelittlefilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999 

Synopsis: Burnside, Lancashire is a shithole. No longer satisfied with the prospect of a dead-end factory job in their small 
northern town, best friends, John and Matt, dream of going to America to find the soul record which will make them big DJs on the 
British northern soul scene. But the intensity of their rivalry changes their lives forever. 
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One Night In Istanbul       
Cast: Steven Waddington, Lucien Laviscount, Paul Barber, 

Samantha Womack 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  James Marquand 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Little Film Company 
Elie Mechoulam +33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@thelittlefilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999 

Synopsis: Tommy and Gerry strike a deal with local gangsters to take their sons to watch their beloved football team in the 
2005 Champions League Cup Final in Istanbul. But big trouble awaits them in the form of two ruthless crooks and a bag of stolen cash. 
It's 3-0 down at half time and things couldn't be more desperate both on and off the pitch. Held hostage and with time running out, a 
miracle is needed to win the cup and get back home in one piece! 

 

The Ones Below       
Cast: Clemence Poesy, David Morrissey, Stephen 

Campbell Moore Laura Birn 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  David Farr 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: Kate is pregnant. Theresa is pregnant and moving in to the apartment below, with her partner. When the two 
women meet one spring morning, a special bond forms, developing into an intimate friendship as they move closer to the births of 
their babies. Until tragedy strikes. And changes everything. In the most violent and shocking way. With echoes of Hitchcock and 
Polanski, The Ones Below is a terrifying psychological thriller of love, betrayal and revenge, bringing one woman's personal nightmares 
vividly to life, amidst the affluent loneliness of the modern city. 

 

Our Kind Of Traitor       
Cast: Ewan McGregor Damian Lewis, Naomie Harris, 

Stellan Skarsgard 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Susanna White 
Status:  Post-Production 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 

Synopsis: From the producers of THE CONSTANT GARDENER comes a breathless international thriller adapted from John le 
Carré’s contemporary spy novel. 

 

Outcast       
Cast: Hayden Christensen, Nicolas Cage 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Nick Powell 
Status:  Completed 

TArclight Films 
Lina Marrome +33 4 92 99 32 25 

info@arclightfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin R2 

Home Office tel: +61 283 532 440 

Synopsis: When the heir of the Imperial throne becomes the target of assassination by his despised older brother, the young 
prince's only hope is the protection of his sister, and the reluctant aid of war-weary Crusader, Arken (Christiansen),who must overcome 
his own personal demons and rally the assistance. 

 

Pacific Warriors       
Cast: Jonny Wilkinson, Sir Clive Woodward, Jason 

Robinson 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Marquand 
Status:  Completed 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: Pacific Warriors tells the remarkable story of the greatest underdogs in professional sport, full of larger than life 
characters standing up against all the odds. It explores how the tiny island nation's of Tonga, Fiji & Samoa take on the giants of World 
rugby at the Rugby World Cup, reconnecting with their warrior past. A Pacific Island team has not won the World Cup. But set against 
unbelievable obstacles, they are undoubtedly always victorious. 
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The Paddy Lincoln Gang       
Cast: Stephen W. Bridgewater, Dean S. Jagger, Joseph 

Dimasso, Demetri Watkins, Amy Lawhorn 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ben Jagger 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
Ross Boyask +33 4 92 99 32 01 

info@evolutionaryfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand D12 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 

Synopsis: The Paddy Lincoln Gang are a smoking hot Los Angeles rock band on the verge of huge success. But their complex 
and troubled Irish lead singer, Rob McAlister, is haunted by his own paranoia and suspicions that something is not right with the band, 
his manager, or his sexy girlfriend. After the band causes havoc at the home of their record label chairman, placing their whole future 
in jeopardy, Rob is forced to confront his demons. But if The Paddy Lincoln Gang implodes, the results will be more shocking than 
anyone could imagine. 

 

Palio       
Cast: Gigi Bruschelli, Giovanni Atzeni, Silvano Vigni 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Cosima Spender 
Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: The Palio is the oldest horse race in the world, and turns the Italian city of Siena into a high-stakes battleground of 
strategy, intrigue, and simmering machismo. In the eye of the storm stand the jockeys - adored if they succeed, despised if they fail. 
PALIO follows the legendary maestro Gigi Bruschelli, winner of 13 races and master of the intrigues that surround the Palio, and his 
former protégé Giovanni Atzeni, a handsome young contender driven by a fearless passion to become number one. This heart-racing 
new documentary exposes the notoriously closed world of this ancient race and the larger-than-life personalities of those involved in 
an epic and cinematic tale of Italian life in microcosm. 

 

Peterman       
Cast: Adam Nagaitis, Alison Steadman, Brian McCardie, 

Joe Cole, Kenny Doughty, Phil Davis Stuart Graham 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Mark Abraham 
Status:  Completed 

TPark Ent 
Paul Howell +44 7775 612 651 
mail@parkentertainment.com 

Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 4176 

Synopsis: A criminal gang looks forward to a big payday until Albert Graves their peterman (safecracker/thief) suddenly dies. 
Spotting an opportunity, Albert's grandson Johnny approaches the men at the funeral but is chased out by his abusive father who 
accuses Johnny of being nothing but a low life and drug addict. But the safecracking skills that Johnny has been taught by his 
grandfather do not escape the gang and that night he's snatched away to a dark farmhouse to finish the job his granddad began. Held 
captive by four men all with seemingly different agendas and under constant threat of bloody violence Johnny enters a painful 
withdrawal from his addiction. Toying with his demons he reluctantly starts to open the safe - while his captors tussle for control and 
power amongst themselves. A story of redemption sits alongside a bloody and violent end for those obsessed by power, mistrust and 
greed. 

 

Petroleum Spirit       
Cast: Alexandra Weaver, Dave Legeno, Jared Elis-Tomas 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Rob Sanders 
Status:  Production 

TPark Ent 
Paul Howell +44 7775 612 651 
mail@parkentertainment.com 

Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 4176 

Synopsis: PETROLEUM SPIRIT is a head-on collision between fantasy and reality told from the twisted world view of Errol - a 
sexually repressed teenager born in the wreckage of a Lada crash. Raised in isolation by his nuclear-holocaust fearing Mother at a 
remote petrol station, Errol yearns to explore the real world. When his Mother dies in an accident, Errol learns that the Father he 
thought dead is alive and sets off in the Lada to find him, leaving an unintended trail of destruction across the desolate backroads of 
80"²s Britain. When he finally does reach him, Errol's violent-tempered Father tries recruiting him to a criminal underworld, forcing 
Errol to choose what kind of man he wants to be. This thrilling odyssey burns a highly flammable cocktail of love, hate, sex and death 
until our moral compass is spinning and we can only hope that Errol finds salvation. 
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Pharmacide       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Mark Hammond 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TParkland Pictures 
Pierre-Louis Manes +44 7794 327 661 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3542 1425 
Synopsis: It's everywhere. Across the web, down at the local pharmacy and in distribution chains worldwide, counterfeit 
medicines from the mundane to the sophisticated are sold illicitly - and often with deadly consequences. Jakarta-based DEA agent Nick 
Porter's obsession to uncover a global trafficking network takes us into a true-to-life underworld where the greed of disease drives a 
two hundred billion dollar business and the victim is all too often the innocent. A contemporary Southeast Asia-set international 
thriller, Pharmacide reveals a global trafficker's paradise where political imperatives turn a blind eye to this murder by medicine - and 
only one man holds the key to bring it all down. 

 

The Poisoners       
Cast: Emily Watson, Anna Friel, Lena Headey, Ken Duken, 

Hanno Koffler, Alexander Scheer 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Jon Amiel 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TFilm Bridge Int'l 
Isabel Preciado-Loucks +33 4 93 39 76 29 

contact@filmbridgeinternational.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 5th Fl. 
Home Office tel: +1 310 656 8680 

Synopsis: Based around true events, THE POISONERS is a bold and darkly comedic tale of women left alone to run their 
Yorkshire farms during WW1. With only the German POWs for company close relationships are forged - sex and death are soon to 
follow.their beds have been taken by German POW's 

 

The Pool       
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Paul Hyett 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TSalt 
James Norrie +33 7 89 26 91 31 

info@salt-co.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Terrace, 45 La Croisette 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: A pool party in a luxury cliff top house becomes a desperate fight for survival when the beloved family dog turns 
rabid. 

 

Postman Pat: The Movie       
Cast: Stephen Mangan, Jim Broadbent, Rupert Grint, 

David Tennant, Ronan Keating 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Mike Disa 
Status:  Completed 

TTimeless Films 
Gareth Kamp +44 7760 786 625 

info@timelessfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Motor Yacht Bettina, Jetee Albert 

Edouard 
Home Office tel: +44 170 787 9723 

Synopsis: What happens when Light meets Dark? When kindness meets selfishness? When local fame meets global notoriety? 
A nice cup of tea is kicked aside by a frappacappucino? Everyone's favourite postie, POSTMAN PAT (Stephen Mangan), comes face-to-
face with the dark side of the fame dream when he enters a national TV talent show and the demons of money, status and a new shiny 
suit conspire to tear Pat away from his friends, family and the small home town which loves him. In a new fully 3" D, CG animated 
family movie "  the much adored children's TV icon, Postman Pat hits the big screen for the first ]me and is faced with challenges he's 
never met before which really test him. With newly composed super powered pop songs, brand new sets and a host of new characters 
alongside the beloved favourites, Postman Pat: The Movie is set to enthral a whole new generation of Pat fans old and young and have 
them on the edge of their velvet cinema seats wrapped up in the spectacular new world of Postman Pat in their stylish 3D specs "  just 
like Pat's! Amazing! 

 

A Prayer Before Dawn       
Cast: Charlie Hunnam 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jean-Stéphane Sauvaire 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: In Klong Prem there are ten rules. If you break them you will almost certainly die. If you don't break them you will 
definitely die. This is the true story of Billy Moore's incarceration in one of Thailand's most barbaric and deadly prisons where life has 
no value - Klong Prem, the notorious Bangkok Hilton. Refusing to die, Billy masters the lethal martial art of Muay Thai Boxing. If he can 
survive the ring, he can survive anything. 
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Razors       
Cast: Kelby Keenan, Thomas Thoroe, Josh Myers, Kan 

Bonfils, Kunjue Li, Jack Brown, Georgia Maguire, Ian 
Weichardt 

Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ian Powell, Karl Ward 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMagic Mask Pictures 
Ian Powell +44 7809 607 026 
ian.powell@btinternet.com 

Home Office tel: +44 7809 607 026 

Synopsis: Ruth Walker, a young writer, believes she has discovered the knives used by Jack the Ripper. Attending an intensive 
writing workshop with five other students, in a crumbling Victorian building, she is challenged to write the ultimate horror movie by 
enigmatic screenwriting guru, Professor Richard Wise. But what are his motives? and what secrets are hidden inside the ancient 
building'. Ruth has been told that the box of knives must never been opened, but it goes missing and the Ripper comes to life behind 
the building's crumbling walls. As the screenwriters are haunted by the ghost of a Victorian girl, it seems each has a connection to the 
original murder mystery, but what can it be? Razors is an atmospheric haunted house mystery that is the first in a horror franchise. 
Wherever, Jack's knives go, his ghost follows. 

 

Rio 50°       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Julien Temple 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: A journey through time that reflects on the social, political, financial, musical and cultural revolutions that have 
taken place in Rio over the past 40 turbulent years. It is also a journey through the city's evolving and eclectic music scene, and an 
expression on the power of music - as a form of protest and comment - that can be a catalyst for change. 

 

The Rise Of The Krays       
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Zackary Adler 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCarnaby Int'l 
Alice Kidd +44 7557 515 707 

alice@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 
Synopsis: Twin brothers Ronald "Ronnie" Kray and Reginald "Reggie" Kray were English gangsters who were the foremost 
perpetrators of organised crime in the East End of London during the 50s and 60s. With their gang, "The Firm", the Krays were involved 
in armed robberies, arson, protection rackets, assaults, and numerous murders. As West End nightclub owners, they mixed with 
prominent entertainers including Diana Dors, Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland and with many politicians. The Krays were much feared 
within their milieu, and in the 60s became celebrities in their own right, even being photographed by David Bailey and interviewed on 
television. THE RISE OF THE KRAYS tracks their early years in a frightening tale of how two unknown 18 year old amateur boxers quickly 
fought their way to becoming the most feared and respected villains in all of London. Told through the eyes of a close friend that 
survived them, we see them rise to infamy through drugs, sex and murder. Their name became synonymous with crime in the UK and 
still resonates today. 
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Road Games       
Cast: Andrew Simpson, Joséphine De La Baume, Frédéric 

Pierrot, Barbara Crampton 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Abner Pastoll 
Status:  Completed 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +33 4 93 39 89 87 

fumie@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: 24 La Croisette, La Brise 3rd Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 

Synopsis: Jack, a handsome young Englishman, is stranded in rural France after his bags are stolen. As he attempts to 
hitchhike towards Calais, he struggles to communicate with the people he encounters. Warned of the 'road killer', a serial killer that 
dumps his victims on the roadside, Jack begins fearing the surrounding dangers. Feeling more vulnerable and foreign than ever, he 
never expected a place so close to home could feel so unknown to him. Jack's luck changes for the better however when he meets a 
beautiful French girl called Véronique. They decide to stick together to keep each other company and over the course of a night spent 
around a campfire in the woods, an innocent romance begins to blossom between them. They finally catch a ride with Monsieur 
Grizard, a quirky middle-aged Frenchman, who offers to drive them to Calais, despite it being out of his way. Though the weather soon 
changes for the worse and he suggests they stay the night at his house, where his English wife will cook them a roast dinner. Jack and 
Véronique reluctantly agree and find themselves warmly welcomed into the local couple's home. After a tense and peculiar dinner, 
they discover a ferry strike means they may be stuck with the couple longer than anticipated, and over the course of the evening they 
find themselves becoming inexplicably entangled in their lives. The bond between Jack and Véronique strengthens as they passionately 
make love that evening. After all his troubles, Jack feels as if his life finally seems to be making a beautiful and positive change for the 
better. This feeling is short lived, however, when he wakes the following morning to discover that Véronique has vanished. M. Grizard 
informs him that she left earlier in the morning and sent her best wishes with his onward journey. He also apologises to Jack for his 
plans must change, and he can no longer ride him to Calais. Baffled by Véronique's unexpected disappearance, Jack's heightened 
suspicions over the couple's motives for helping them intensify when he is kidnapped by Delacroix, the local 'road kill collector', a 
seemingly vicious man that makes Jack realise everyone is a suspect. It becomes clear that the Grizards are holding Véronique captive 
though their intentions for doing so are mysteriously unclear. Jack finds his only option is to attempt breaking free from the grasps of 
the vicious local, holding on to the hope that he will be able to find Véronique unscathed, and to escape the Grizard residence and the 
enigmatic countryside before something terrible unravels wildly out of his control. 

 

The Road To Santiago       
Cast: Jody Latham 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Edu Vidal 
Status:  Completed 

TKevin Williams Associates 
Kevin Williams +34 667 540 547 

kwa@kevinwa.com 
 

Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C1 
Home Office tel: +34 917 473 100 

Synopsis: 2 troubadors embark on the medieval pilgrimage from the Pyrenees across northern Spain to Galicia and the 
Cathedral at Santiago de Compostela. A route well worn in the summer months by die hard believers and fun loving catholics. Here 
award winning TV writer Alan Field and Tv actor Jody Latham joust and jaunt their way through the month long trek, inspired by the 
philosophical writings of Paolo Coelho with dreams of meeting the famed author, their carrot for completing the journey. 

 

Rough Cut       
Cast: Angélique Joan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Owen Carey Jones 
Status:  Completed 

TCarey Films 
Owen Carey Jones +44 7811 406 949 

owen@careyfilms.com 
Home Office tel: +44 113 250 6411 

Synopsis: A New York dealer in gemstones discovers a number of top quality synthetic diamonds in a batch he has bought. In 
order to find the source, and eliminate the threat to the market, industry watchdog, the FIDT calls in Belizian, Carter Jefferson to trace 
their origin. Old relationships are revived and family secrets emerge as a beautiful English girl and a young Frenchman are sucked into a 
web of deceit and death before Carter finally solves the mystery. 

 

A Royal Night Out       
Cast: Sarah Gadon, Jack Reynor 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Julian Jarrold 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: VE Day, 1945. Across the world, people are celebrating the end of the war. London overflows with celebration and 
excess. Two teenage sisters are allowed out at night for the first time to join the party. They have an amazing adventure; it's like a first 
date. And they get back home far too late. Home is Buckingham Palace. Our two teenagers are Princess Margaret and the future queen 
of England, Elizabeth II. This is the story of a delightful and romantic girls' night out. 
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The Russian Woodpecker       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Chad Gracia 
Status:  Completed 

TRattapallax 
Ram Devineni +1 646 416 4702 

devineni@rattapallax.com 
Home Office tel: +1 646 416 6185 

Synopsis: Young, eccentric Ukrainian artist Fedor Alexandrovich was just four years old when the Chernobyl disaster struck, 
but the event had a profound effect on him. In seeking to learn more about what happened at the nuclear plant, Fedor becomes 
fascinated with the Duga-a massive, Soviet-constructed radio antenna near the Chernobyl site that remains shrouded in mystery. 

 

SAS: Red Notice       
Cast: Luke Evans 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Nick Love 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Deep beneath the English Channel a small army of well-trained war criminals, led by Laszlo Antonov, have seized 
control of the Eurostar, taking four hundred hostages at gunpoint. Their plan: to blow up the Channel Tunnel and declare economic war 
on a government that has its own fair share of secrets to keep. One man stands in their way - SAS operator Tom Buckingham is hiding 
somewhere inside the train. Alone and injured, he's the only chance the passengers have to get out alive. Among them is the woman 
he loves, Dr. Delphine Prideux, who is returning to Paris to tell her parents that she's pregnant. Trying to save everything that he holds 
dear, including his strained relationship, Tom unleashes a whirlwind of retribution and intrigue in his attempt to stop Laszlo and the 
other war criminals. Based on the best selling novel by Andy McNab, the film hurtles at breakneck speed from the SAS' assault on 
Laszlo's safe house to Whitehall's corridors of power to the heart of the Channel Tunnel. The film will employ SAS veteran Andy McNab 
and his vast combat experience and unique perspective on high-stakes crisis resolution to deliver the most intense and authentic SAS 
action thriller ever seen. With Nick Love at the helm of a movie he was born to direct and compelling star Luke Evans embodying an 
iconic and universal role, SAS: RED NOTICE has that rare combination of grounded action and deeply human entertainment. 

 

Search For Simon       
Cast: Millie Reeves, Sophie Aldred, Julian Bastida 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Martin Gooch 
Status:  Completed 

TTomcat Films 
Ted Chalmers +1  623 476 9150 

info@tomcatfilmsllc.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - G17 

Home Office tel: '+1 480 535 8713 

Synopsis: David has spent years traveling the UK and the world, funded by a small but fortuitous lottery win, to visit people 
who claimed to have been abducted or had a close encounter. He has a website and Face-book group where he asks people to help in 
his quest, and they upload video interviews they have done for him. He has met and interviewed respected scientists, and members of 
the public who have 'come into contract' with Aliens or even been abducted themselves. David is convinced he is onto something. 

 

Secret Sharer       
Cast: Jack Laskey, Zhu Zhu 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Peter Fudakowski 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Ent 
Gary Phillips + 33 4 92 99 33 15 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins, Stand R1 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7836 5536 

Synopsis: Inspired by the Joseph Conrad novella, Secret Sharer is a contemporary romantic thriller set on the South China Sea. 
A young sea captain is bribed by a chinese ship owner to scuttle his first command, a rusting cargo ship on it's way to Shanghai, for an 
insurance scam. His inscrutible Chinese crew are suspicious from the outset and temporarily abandon ship leaving the captain alone on 
board. However, that night, he spies a naked body floating in the sea, tangled in the ship's rope ladder and on inspection, discovers a 
beautiful young Chinese woman who is still alive. Clearly terrified and weak from her ordeal, she begs him to hide her which he does, in 
his own cabin. Dawn arrives a few hours later and so does a search party, looking for a murderer... 

 

Set Fire To The Stars       
Cast: Elijah Wood, Kelly Reilly, Celyn Jones 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Andy Goddard 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Works Int'l 
Edrianne Wenger +33 4 93 30 14 25 

sales@goldcrestfilms.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C12 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080 

Synopsis: Based on John Brinnin's account of his hell-raising hero, Dylan Thomas', first visit to New York in 1950, SET FIRE TO 
THE STARS is the feature debut of director Andy Goddard (Downton Abbey, The Blunderer) and stars Elijah Wood (Lord Of The Rings), 
Celyn Jones (Above Suspicion), Kelly Reilly (Sherlock Holmes, Flight), and Shirley Henderson (Bridget Jones, Filth). 
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Severance       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Asger Leth 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Films 
Eduardo Bussi +33 4 67 26 10 38 

general@gfmfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 10th Fl. 
Home Office tel: + 44 207 186 6300 

Synopsis: Frank McAllister lives for the CHASE, the BUZZ, the ADRENALINE RUSH of 'the job'. You could say he deals in money. 
Lots of it. But he is no bank clerk or accountant, he is a career criminal and he is about to embark on the job of his life. Doyle used to be 
the same and Frank was his mentor, but recently he has been keeping a low profile. His security business affords him a comfortable 
living and keeps the 'po po' away. But however much he thinks he has convinced himself otherwise, the itch is still there and when 
Frank calls his Right Hand Man about his final, massive heist, well, he just can't resist. So Doyle finds himself in a back room bar in 
Berlin, which Frank and the rest of the crew Graham, Nico, Matthias and new boy Gareth - a familiar band of brothers. Their plan? To 
steal a lot of money from Klaus Schroeder, an ex Stasi banker who 'looks after' inappropriately gained funds for villains and politicos. 
This isn't just a job for the boys. Whilst the crew set up, Katja, Madelaine and Lea, three tough, strong, independent women, fuel the 
escalating action. Frank's planning for the heist has been carried out with military precision. So why do they execute a brilliant 
underwater break in and then walk away, leaving the cash in the open vault? And why does Frank - usually so on the ball - not spot the 
double cross? This should be the perfect crime. Turns out though, that nothing in life is ever as perfect as it seems. 

 

Shaun The Sheep       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Richard Starzak 
Status:  Completed 

TStudiocanal 
Anna Marsh +33 1 71 35 35 35 

pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H5 

Home Office tel: +33 4 92 99 32 33 
Synopsis: When Shaun's mischief inadvertently leads to the Farmer being taken away from the farm, Shaun, Bitzer and the 
flock have to go into the big city to rescue him, setting the stage for an epic adventure. 

 

She Who Brings Gifts       
Cast: Gemma Arterton, Paddy Considine, Glenn Close 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Colm McCarthy 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: 10-year-old Melanie is full of questions about the world. She has a favourite teacher, Dr. Justineau, and ancient 
history is her favourite subject. So, why is she chained to her school desk? And why do armed guards hover over Melanie and her 
classmates? Melanie and her fellow pupils are second-generation hybrids - part "Hungry", part human. The children that survived an 
apocalyptic, cannibal virus. But Melanie is more than a hybrid - she is evolution. Loving, smart, sensitive. Melanie is what we would 
wish for any chid - until she smells blood and needs to feed. Then she's more than a match for anyone or anything... When the base 
guarding Melanie and her classmates is overrun by Hungries, Melanie escapes with the teacher who loves her, the soldier who would 
kill her, and the scientist who would dissect her. Bound to each other as survivors on a life-raft, can the group recognise Melanie as the 
cure for the human race or its destruction? 

 

A Shot Of Whisky       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Steve Graham 
Status:  Post-Production 

TThe Thing Is... 
Chris Johnson +33 4 93 99 86 04 

contact@thethingisfilms.com 
Market Office: Creative Europe Pavilion 119, Int'l Village 

Home Office tel: +44 776 873 4437 
Synopsis: The untold story of LA"s Whisky a Go-Go... "...The Whisky was mecca, it was THE place in Los Angeles and probably 
the place in the entire USA. The top bands played there. It was a place that we wanted very badly to play....." Ray Manzarek, The Doors 
"...The Whisky was on the forefront of every musical trend including Motown, Rock 'N' Roll, Heavy Metal, Punk & New Wave....."  
Mikeal Maglieri, club owner An incredible story of a legendary venue where reputations were built rules torn up and nurtured 
generations of music legends such as The Doors, Van Morrison & Them, Led Zeppelin, Fleetwood Mac, Buffalo Springfield, Smokey 
Robinson, Earth Wind & Fire, The Temptations, Blondie, The Go Go's, The Knack, LoveGuns 'N' Roses and many more. Made with the 
cooperation of the club owners the Maglieri family, featuring exclusive interviews with bands, artists, managers, roadies, fans, 
journalists and staff and their stories from both sides of the stage. So sit yourself down and pour a shot...of Whisky! 

 

Siren Song       
Cast: C. Howell, SILVER Thomas, Matt 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Benedict Mart 
Status:  Completed 

TCardinal XD 
Jeff Goldman +1 808 277 0337 

sales@cardinalxd.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerin R11 

Home Office tel: +1 424 281 0341 

Synopsis: It focuses on two friends, one of whom pursues a relationship with a mysterious woman who part owns a guest 
house and who he has been dating online. Problems occur when guests at the isolated guest house begin to disappear and the guys 
discover the truth about the woman and her monstrous sisters and how they must escape from a mysterious island if they want to 
survive beyond dawn. 
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Six Mile Manor       
Genre: Drama 
Director:   
Status:  Development 

TGoalpost Film 
Jessie Mangum +44 7771 966 190 

jess@goalpostfilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Entrance Flamant, 4th Floor 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7585 3232 
Synopsis: Over the course of a weekend party at the lavish country estate of Six Mile Bottom, a gathering of politicians, 
statesmen and show business personalities pursue their romantic affairs and far reaching political agendas. While a plot is set to relieve 
the elegant high society hostess of her fortune, she and her co-conspirators attempt to change the course of history. Six Mile Bottom is 
inspired by true events in the lead up to the Second World War. 

 

Slapper And Me       
Cast: Luke Newberry, Genevieve Gaunt, Iain Glenn 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Betsan Morris-Evans 
Status:  Post-Production 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Slapper and Me is a feel-good, heart-warming film about an adolescent boy's big summer in 1977 after leaving 
school. It's about a boy and a dog, class and ambition, first love, and above all, family. Based on real events, the film combines 
comically eccentric but authentic characters with real excitement and emotion. 

 

The Sleeping Room       
Cast: Leila Mimmack, Joseph Beattie, Julie Graham, 

Christopher Adamson, David Sibley 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  John Shackleton 
Status:  Completed 

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service 
Maura Forde +33 6 11 78 28 59 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 781 468 1335 

Synopsis: When feisty teenage call girl Blue is dispatched to a run-down Regency town house in the seaside resort of Brighton, 
she is surprised to discover her new client is a good looking young man, Bill, who is renovating the abandoned Victorian brothel. Among 
the artifacts left behind is an antique penny arcade Mutoscope. Dropping an old penny in the slot, Blue is intrigued to see a Victorian 
sex scene played out for the camera between a sinister masked man and two young girls. After Bill fails to perform in the bedroom, 
Blue discovers a two-way mirror and a hidden room that she and Bill pry open. Entering the Sleeping Room, where the girls rested 
between clients, Blue finds herself drawn to the faces in one particular faded photograph and a disturbing presence unnerves them 
both. Blue's violent pimp Freddie and partner Cynthia know full well about the old brothel and perverted Frisky Fiskin who's extreme 
sexual tastes included family members and sadistic acts. Many girls disappeared and there were rumors Fiskin held moving picture 
parties for Victorian society depicting their murders. Delving into the archives to find out more about Frisky Fiskin and the disappeared 
girls, Blue learns of a disturbing connection between Fiskin and her own mother who had inexplicably murdered her elderly parents 
before killing herself when Blue was a child. Determined to reveal its secrets, Blue returns to the brothel and Bill only to discover 
herself trapped with the past returning to life and Frisky Fiskin once again on the hunt for a young prey to satisfy his depraved needs. 

 

Slow West       
Cast: Ben Mendelsohn, Kodi Smit-McPhee, Michael 

Fassbender 
Genre: Western 
Director:  John Maclean 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue De 

Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: A western set in frontier America at the end of the 19th Century, Slow West utilises Colorado's dramatic landscape 
as a setting for the unlikely crossing of Silas Selleck, a wild and dangerous drifter, with guileless adolescent, Jay. Here, in the dense and 
feral forests of the American West, where confrontation with a stranger would normally mean a duel to the death, Silas, instead of 
killing Jay, offers to protect him in exchange for cash. Jay has come to America to be reunited with the love of his life, Rose, a fugitive 
from their native Scotland. Silas' true motivation, however, is as mysterious as Jay's is true-hearted. It is on his journey with this 
unlikely saviour, fraught with peril, betrayal and violence, that Jay is forced to question Silas' loyalty towards him, as he realises all too 
late that the West takes no pity on the innocent. 

 

Slumber       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jonathan Hopkins 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGoldcrest Films Int'l 
Asia Muci 

sales@goldcrestfilms.com 
Market Office: 35 Bd. La Croisette, 1st Fl. 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7437 8696 
Synopsis: Slumber tells the story of Alice, a rationally minded sleep doctor, who is forced to abandon scientific reason and 
accept a family is being terrorised by a parasitic demon which has existed in every human culture since records began. Paralysing 
victims as they sleep, the ‘Night Hag’ is the original Nightmare. 
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Solitary       
Cast: Anna Skellern, Michael Wildman, Anita Dobson 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sasha Crane 
Status:  Completed 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: When party-girl Nora is forced to move back home with her aging father, it seems life can't get any worse. But 
inside her childhood home, the ghosts of her past begin to haunt her, until the secret she has buried for so long is finally revealed. 

 

Sparks & Embers       
Cast: Annelise Hesme, Kris Marshall 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Gavin Boyter 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Tom Sanger, 33, (Kris Marshall) has just been made redundant from what he thought was a dream job in a record 
company marketing department. But before he can leave, fate intervenes and Tom finds himself trpped in a lift with none other than 
the consultant Eloise (Annelise Hesme), who lost him his job. Tom would really love to hate her... The trouble is the consultant is 
female, French, and beautiful. Four years later, after their relationship has broken down, they meet to say a final farewell on a 
Christmas evening, only to discover that they still have feelings for each other. The film is set against the backdrop of London's iconic 
Southbank. 

 

Spooks: The Greater Good       
Cast: Kit Harington, Jennifer Ehle, Peter Firth 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Bharat Nalluri 
Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: When charismatic terrorist Adam Qasim escapes from MI5 custody during a routine handover, the legendary Harry 
Pearce, Head of Counter-terrorism, is blamed. Disgraced and forced to resign, no one's surprised when Harry disappears one night off a 
bridge into the Thames... Will Crombie could have been a great spy, but Harry abruptly ended his young promising career three years 
ago for reasons that remain unclear. Now without purpose, Will's life is spiralling out of control, so why did Harry try to contact him 
minutes before his suicide? With MI5 on its knees in the wake of the Qasim debacle and facing controversial reform, Will is brought 
back to uncover the truth they feared - Harry's still alive. He's gone rogue, and needs Will's help. He believes Qasim's escape was an 
inside job, an attempt to destroy the service from within, ordered by someone at the very top - a web of deceit that reaches from the 
rooftops of Vietnam to the shores of the Mediterranean. As Qasim prepares his devastating attack on the heart of MI5 in London, Will 
must decide whether to turn Harry in - or risk everything by trusting the damaged, dangerous master spy who has already betrayed 
him once before... 

 

Stag Hunt       
Cast: Chris Rogers, Donald Morrison, Julie Wallace, 

Mackenzie Astin, Neil Cole 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  James Shanks 
Status:  Completed 

TPrinc Films 
Igor Princ +1 763 458 1967 

info@princfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C2 

Home Office tel: +1 763 458 1967 

Synopsis: In a misguided attempt to celebrate his friend SPENCER's imminent wedding, PETE arranges a weekend trek across 
the dramatic Dartmoor landscape, dragging both troubled flatmate JASON as well as Spencer's soon-to-be brother-in-law ANDY along 
for the ride for a spot of farewell male bonding, boozing and adventure - the Ultimate Stag Party. It is not long before tempers start to 
flare, old rivalries come to the fore and, thanks to Pete's lack of organization, their planned route across an active MOD training zone 
forces them to change path; sending them deeper into the moors, miles from civilization and into the domain of a local legend - the 
Dartmoor Beast. As night falls, the four men are hunted, divided and then savagely attacked by the monstrous wild creature. Lost, 
afraid and with no chance of any rescue, the terrified party have to fight for their own lives, using what little they have with them in a 
desperate attempt to survive through the night... 
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Steve McQueen: The Man & The Mans       
Cast: Steve McQueen 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Gabriel Clarke, John McKenna 
Status:  Completed 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege +1 310 576 1059 

london@contentmediacorp.com 
Market Office: 6 rue Florian 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: If we're going to do this, we are going to do it right. No typical Hollywood bullshit - no clever twists, no perfect 
ending. It has to be pure. And if we're going to do it about one race, it has to be Le Mans' By 1970, Steve McQueen ruled Hollywood. 
Hot off the back of classics like 'The Thomas Crown Affair' and 'Bullitt' he could now make the movie that was his life's passion: Le 
Mans. The making of the film changed his life forever. Steve McQueen: The Man & Le Mans interweaves stunning newly discovered 
footage and voice recordings with original interviews. It is the true story of how a cinema legend would risk almost everything in 
pursuit of his dream. 'You must carry your film all the way through to the end, you can't give up and you can't let a thing go.' Steve 
McQueen 

 

Still       
Cast: Aidan Gillen, Jonathan Slinger, Elodie Yung, Amanda 

Mealing, Kate Ashfield, Sonny Green 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Simon Blake 
Status:  Completed 

TReel Suspects 
Frederic Gentet +33 6 14 45 62 78 

info@reelsuspects.com 
Market Office: Palais Lerins R5 

Home Office tel: +33 1 58 51 42 95 

Synopsis: Tom Carver is a man stumbling blindly towards a crossroads in his life, thrown out of focus by the death of his 
teenage son a year earlier in a car accident. He is a talented photographer whose career has largely been unfulfilled. A chance and 
seemingly unimportant confrontation between Tom and a fifteen year old boy brings his life and responsibilities to the fore. A battle of 
wills between Tom and the gang of kids develops, on the surface trivial and childish altercations begin to take a considerable sinister 
direction. Tom retreats ever inwards as his life starts to unravel, until at last it reaches its painful and shattering climax. 

 

The Stolen       
Cast: Ashley Greene, Keisha Castle-Hughes, Richard 

O'Brien 
Genre: Road movie 
Director:  Niall Johnson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

T4Square Films 
Andrew Brown +44 7802 965 551 

andrewbrown@4sqf.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C22 

Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093 

Synopsis: Young Charlotte Lockton has settled in the North Island with her wealthy husband, David. But her life's dreams are 
shattered when he's murdered on their farm and her baby son is kidnapped. A month after paying a ransom, frustrated with the apathy 
of the authorities and distrusting of her staff, she decides to track him down on her own. And so begins her journey through the wilds 
of an untamed New Zealand. She comes into contact with Villains, Suffragettes, Hustlers, Chinese Grocers and native Maori Warriors. 
And she's forced to join a convoy of Whores, Dancers and Ex-Cons heading for the rough mining community of Goldtown. There she 
meets Joshua McCullen, the owner of the mining town: a man who is key to uncovering the truth behind the disappearance of her son, 
forcing her to fight to the death for what she holds most dear. 

 

Stratton: First Into Action       
Cast: Henry Cavill 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Simon West 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Films 
Eduardo Bussi +33 4 67 26 10 38 

general@gfmfilms.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand Hotel 10th Fl. 
Home Office tel: + 44 207 186 6300 

Synopsis: Fiercely independent SBS agent Stratton is a good soldier - to a fault. Part of a special service team deployed in 
Kazakhstan on the tail of international terrorists, Gandapur and Pinskov, Stratton risks life, limb and even national security to do what 
he thinks is right. Fighting with him is Aggy, his on-again-off- again love interest, a tomboy desperate to prove herself as a soldier and 
break through Stratton's emotional armour to the good man she can see underneath. Hamdi is alongside them - a second-generation 
migrant and good friend of Aggy's, he has a charm and poise quite different to Stratton's straightforward soldiering. This very British 
team is joined by Hank, a young US navy Seal also looking to prove himself on the front line. Their hunt for the enemy brings them 
unexpectedly deep into the heart of Europe and ever closer to home. In Rome they follow hot on the heels of Italian criminal Bascanti, 
a man who turns out to be at the centre of international terrorism, masterminding a terrorist attack on London. When Stratton is 
captured by Bascanti's henchmen he uncovers a mole within his team and his already chaotic reality is thrown even further into 
turmoil. With the enemy lurking around every corner, time is running out for Stratton. Who can he trust? Is it already too late? 
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Suffragette       
Cast: Carey Mulligan, Helena Bonham-Carter, Meryl 

Streep, Brendan Gleeson, Anne Marie Duff, Ben 
Whishaw 

Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sarah Gavron 
Status:  Post-Production 

TPathé Int'l 
Muriel Sauzay +33 4 93 68 24 31 

sales@patheinternational.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 

Apartment 4A/E 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151 

Synopsis: SUFFRAGETTE is a thrilling drama that tracks the story of the foot soldiers of the early feminist movement, women 
who were forced underground to pursue a dangerous game of cat and mouse with an increasingly brutal State. These women were not 
primarily from the genteel educated classes, they were working women who had seen peaceful protest achieve nothing. Radicalized 
and turning to violence as the only route to change, they were willing to lose everything in their fight for equality - their jobs, their 
homes, their children and their lives. MAUD was one such foot soldier. The story of her fight for dignity is as gripping and visceral as any 
thriller, it is also heart-breaking and inspirational. 

 

Suite Francaise       
Cast: Matthias Schoenaerts, Michelle Williams 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Saul Dibb 
Status:  Completed 

TTF1 Int'l 
Marion Lebre +33 4 93 06 70 15 

sales@tf1.fr 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. 8 Fl 

Home Office tel: +33 1 41 41 21 68 

Synopsis: The modern day. Over fifty years after Irene Nemirovsky's death in a concentration camp, her daughter musters the 
courage to read her journals. And discovers an incredible story... France, 1940. Awaiting news from her husband, a prisoner of war, 
beautiful Lucile Angellier leads a stifled existence with her mean, controlling mother-in-law. Until Parisian refugees pour into their small 
town, soon followed by a regiment of German soldiers who take up residence in the villagers' homes. In the Angellier home, Lucile 
initially tries to ignore Bruno, the handsome and refined German officer staying with them. But soon, a powerful love draws them 
together and leads them into the tragedy of war. 

 

Summer Of '92       
Cast: Ulrich Thomsen 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Kasper Barfoed 
Status:  Post-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue 

De Serbes 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: A comedy of underdogs, based on the true story of how Richard Nielsen, the Danish football manager, united his 
unprepared, mismatched team of national superstars and nobodies to win against the reigning world champions, Germany, in the 1992 
European Championship Finals. Knocked out of the championship in the playoff stages, the Danish football team choose to drown their 
woes by throwing themselves into a summer of leisure - no exercise, no training, no football. However, when Yugoslavia is forced to 
forfeit its place in the tournament, the Danes suddenly find themselves wrenched back from their freedom, and only a week from 
facing some of the world's best teams and players. 

 

Sunset Song       
Cast: Agyness Deyn, Kevin Guthrie, Peter Mullan, Stuart 

Martin 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Terence Davies 
Status:  Post-Production 

TFortissimo Films 
Nicole Mackey +33 4 93 39 87 31 

market@fortissimo.nl 
Market Office: 5 Square Mérimée, Apt Zanzi 

Home Office tel: +31 2 06 27 32 15 

Synopsis: Set in the early 20th century, SUNSET SONG begins with a suicide attempt; that of a poverty stricken woman in 
Scotland, broken by repeated childbirths, who kills herself and poisons her twin babies. The story follows one of the woman's 
daughters, Chris Guthrie, who must manage the farm after her mother's death and after her father, who has had a stroke, becomes 
bedridden (though also eager for an incestuous relationship with her). But when love comes to Chris she must send her man off to the 
Great War and manage the farm in a land about to be changed forever by the onset of Technology and War. How can we bear time, or 
subdue nature? We cannot. We can only endure... 
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The Survivalist       
Cast: Martin McCann, Mia Goth, Andrew Simpson, Olwen 

Fouere, Barry Ward 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Stephen Fingleton 
Status:  Completed 

TK5 Int'l 
Julia Herb +33 68 443 1970 
info@k5international.com 

Market Office: Les Jardins du Grand Hotel (Shops) 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3286 5575 

Synopsis: A time of starvation. The Survivalist lives off a small plot of land hidden deep in forest, protecting his crop from 
intruders with his shotgun and improvised traps. But the long years alone have taken their toll on him, and he is beginning to lose his 
grip on reality. Everything changes when a starving woman and her teenage daughter discover the farm. Desperate for food and board, 
the mother offers up her daughter to spend the night with him in return for bed and board. Overcome with desire, Survivalist breaks 
his strict code of self-preservation and accepts them into his cabin. As the exchange becomes an uneasy ongoing arrangement, the 
women plot to get rid off Survivalist and have the farm for themselves. 

 

Swung       
Cast: Elena Anaya, Owen McDonnell, Elizabeth McGovern 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Colin Kennedy 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Works Int'l 
Edrianne Wenger +33 4 93 30 14 25 

sales@goldcrestfilms.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C12 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080 

Synopsis: A Sigma Films production (Starred Up, Citadel, Hallam Foe) based on the bestselling novel by award-winning author 
Ewan Morrison. SWUNG is a graphic, touching and funny drama that delves deep into the secret underside of a very modern 
relationship taken to its emotional and sexual limits. 

 

Take Down       
Cast: Jeremy Sumpter, Phoebe Tonkin 

,Sebastien Koch, Ed Westwick 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Jim Gillespie 
Status:  Completed 

TRadiant Films Int'l 
John Short +1 310 806 2540 

mike@radiant-films.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Terrace Cormoran 2 Ent., Fl. 3A 

Home Office tel: +1 310 601 2726 

Synopsis: A group of rebellious sons and daughters of international billionaires are sent to a wilderness camp/school in order 
to learn discipline. When the school is taken hostage by a group of sophisticated and well-armed kidnappers, the kids take the situation 
into their own hands. 

 

The Taking       
Cast: Victoria Smurfit, Joanne Mitchell, Jonathan Slinger 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Dominic Brunt 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Tired of their mundane lives working on a street food stall in the poor side of town, Bex and Dawn dream of 
opening their own up-market café but the banks all reject their business loan applications. In the current economic climate, no-one will 
take a risk on them until they meet Jeremy, an independent businessman who offers to fund their vision. They accept, thrilled at first - 
but all too soon the true motives for Jeremy's kind offer become evident. He is a vicious loan shark and his ways and means are as 
unforgiving as his capacity for terror and cruelty. Unable to meet his outrageous payment demands, Bex and Dawn must find it within 
themselves to turn the tables on their malicious aggressor, leading to a maelstrom of bloody, savage and pitiless retribution. 

 

Tale Of Tales       
Cast: Salma Hayek, Vincent Cassel, John C. 

Reilly 
Genre: Fantasy 
Director:  Matteo Garrone 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue De Serbes 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: From the bitter quest of a jealous Queen who forfeits the life of her husband, to two mysterious sisters who 
provoke the passion of a King, to a King obsessed with a giant Flea leading to heartbreak for his young daughter, these stories weave 
the beautiful with the grotesque, creating a stunning and unique work of gothic imagination. 
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Tea & Sangria       
Cast: Ángela Boix, Daniel Albaladejo, Peter Domankiewicz, 

Carlos Pontini, Xavi Lapuente, Jorge Berges Sábada, 
Pilar Bastardés 

Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Peter Domankiewicz 
Status:  Completed 

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service 
Maura Forde +33 6 11 78 28 59 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 781 468 1335 

Synopsis: A love-struck Englishman arrives in Madrid, having abandoned all to move in with his Spanish girlfriend; but when 
their relationship turns sour, David finds himself stranded in a foreign land. Lovelorn, he immerses himself in the mores of Latin life and 
with the help of some lively, sexy and outrageous 'natives', David discovers that in order to love a Spanish woman, you first have to 
learn to love Spain... And that can get complicated. 

 

Ten Billion       
Genre: Environmental 
Director:  Peter Webber 
Status:  Completed 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue De Serbes 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 
Synopsis: If we knew a meteor was destined to strike the Earth by 2050, wouldn't we try to stop it? By the end of this century 
the human population is likely to be over ten billion. Just twenty five years ago it was less than five billion. How are the choices we're 
making as a species impacting upon our environment? How will the sheer force of numbers affect the way we live in the future? 
Esteemed director Peter Webber (Girl With A Pearl Earring) and renowned scientist Stephen Emmott (Professor and Head of 
Computational Science at Microsoft Research in Cambridge) deliver a timely and urgent message, highlighting key issues in the most 
important discussion of our environment today. What happens next, is up to us... 

 

The Hatching       
Cast: Danny Kirrane, Jack McMullen, Muzz Khan, Sylvia 

Syms, Thomas Turgoose 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Michael Anderson 
Status:  Completed 

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent 
Simon Barnes 

info@phoenixworldent.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G19 

Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200 

Synopsis: Tim Webber, a teenager at boarding school and his friends Baggy and Nick take a dare to sneak out of the dormitory 
one night and steal crocodile eggs from a nearby zoo, but the prank ends in tragedy with Nick being killed and Tim taking all 
responsibility. Fifteen years later, after the death of his father, Tim returns home to Somerset to run the family stone masonry, but 
there is a sinister undercurrent to the idyllic village setting that seems to harbour a dark secret. People have been disappearing, and it 
all seems to be centred around the old quarry. Tim meets up again with his old friend Baggy and to their horror clues mount. It appears 
that the time has come for both Baggy and Tim to pay for their actions of years ago. Those crocodile eggs that came home with Tim 
hatched! 

 

Thea       
Cast: Antonia Thomas, Luke Norris, Eileen Davies, 

Jonathan Hyde 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Nirpal Bhogal 
Status:  Production 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Charlie and James are in love. They're just starting out their lives together with no responsibilities when Charlie 
discovers she is pregnant. In a moment of youthful abandon they decide to keep the baby. Into their world comes Thea - a beautiful 
little girl, a goddess, the perfect addition to their newly-formed family. But it soon becomes clear that her arrival has brought with it 
things that are beyond their understanding. Thea is a bright shining beacon who is attracting the supernatural entities that exist all 
around towards her - and into their lives. Reluctantly, they enlist the help of James' estranged father, Alastair, a dilapidated amateur 
spiritualist. Charlie and James begin to realise they must dedicate themselves to keeping their daughter safe. As Thea grows into a 
young girl, the once playful entities that crowd around her become increasingly violent, vying for her attention and threatening her 
innocence. With Alistair out of his depth, he turns to Elizabeth, an occult practitioner of great power who teaches Thea to control, 
rather than be afraid of, the dark forces around her. But Charlie sees her daughter is changing; Thea's newfound confidence unleashes 
something far more malevolent and terrifying than they have ever encountered. 

 

Their Finest Hour And A Half       
Cast: Gemma Arterton, Sam Claflin Bill Nighy 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Lone Scherfig 
Status:  Development 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Res. Du Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue De Serbes 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: A British film crew attempts to boost morale during World War II by making a propaganda film after the Blitzkrieg. 
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Tiger House       
Cast: Kaya Scodelario, Tom Cullen, Dougray Scott 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Thomas Daily 
Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown +33 4 97 06 86 26 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel, Le Dauphin 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: One fateful night, troubled teenager Kelly sneaks into her boyfriend Mark's house to deliver some sobering news: 
she's pregnant. With the skills she's learnt as a gymnast, Kelly deftly creeps across the garden and clambers up the drainpipes without 
waking his disapproving parents. But tonight, she's not the only unwelcome visitor: an armed gang breaks in. Mark's father Doug 
manages a bank and the gang plan on using Doug's help to carry out a daring heist using his captive family as leverage. Their plan 
quickly unravels when during the ensuing struggle, the gang's leader Shane gets injured and is left on Mark's bed fading in and out of 
consciousness. Unbeknownst to the intruders, a terrified and vulnerable Kelly is only inches away under the very same bed. From her 
cramped hiding position, Kelly overhears everything and now knows too much, putting her life in terrible danger if she's ever 
discovered. But she can't hide forever. As tensions escalate, Shane's psychopath of a brother Callum plans to burn down the house to 
destroy any DNA evidence. Now Kelly must draw on all her reserves of strength and her skills of dexterity to escape. As the situation 
spirals out of control, the suburban house becomes a terrifying arena for violence. Faced with no alternative she must turn and fight 
back. 

 

The Tormented       
Cast: Matt Patresi, Marnie Baxter, Bruce McGuire 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Tim Pickett Pickett 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMC Film Consultants 
Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101 

mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk 
Market Office: Palais 01 

Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101 

Synopsis: A young English couple move to Calabria to get over the death of their son only to become embroiled with a 
supernatural Mafia cult. 

 

The Trap       
Cast: Alex Kirk, Millie Reeves, Felicity Wren, Sean Garrett 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Fergus March 
Status:  Completed 

TFMW Films 
Bob Pipe +44 786 225 4136 

bob@fmwfilms.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 786 225 4136 

Synopsis: ALPHA PAPA meets THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE in this high-octane comedy horror.Two groups vie for the 
same loot, a hoard of treasure buried deep within a vast, abandoned Victorian bathhouse. But they are not alone. Why are they being 
hunted? Who will survive the night? 

 

Trespass Against Us       
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Adam Smith 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Bridget Pedgrift +33 4 93 39 30 70 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 7th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Trespass Against Us is set across three generations of the rowdy Cutler family, who live as outlaws in some of 
Britain's richest countryside - hunting hares, ram-raiding stately homes and taunting the police. Struggling to retain a way of life fast 
becoming extinct, Chad ends up caught between his father's archaic principles and trying to do right by his kids. Meanwhile, the full 
force of the law is finally catching up with him. 

 

Two Down       
Cast: Conleth Hill, Tori Hart, Alex Hassell 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Tori Hart 
Status:  Completed 

TFabrication Films 
Miriam Elchanan +1 214 454 0310 

miriam@fabricationfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Marina Showroom - 

G17 
Home Office tel: +1 323 874 2655 

Synopsis: A routine hit goes wrong for contract Killer Mr. Thomas and injured in a violent confrontation he makes his way to a 
safe-house to await his partner. When he arrives however he is confronted by a new tenant, Sophie, who has just moved in. After 
taking her hostage he begins to unravel where the job went wrong. In the vein of The Usual Suspects this gritty crime thriller will leave 
you on the edge of your seat! 
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Under Milk Wood       
Cast: Rhys Ifans, Charlotte Church 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Kevin Allen 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Adaptation of Dylan Thomas' much loved classic of modern British poetry about blind captain Ct recalling memories 
of drowned ship mates and lost loves. 

 

The Unfolding       
Cast: Robert Daws, Kitty McGeever, Lachlan Nieboer, Lisa 

Kerr, Nick Julian, Robert Demeger 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Eugene McGing 
Status:  Completed 

TRobin Films 
Eugene McGing +44 7701 007 548 

eugene@robinfilms.co.uk 
Home Office tel: +44 7701 007 548 

Synopsis: A thrilling and relevant new take on the Haunted House story. The Fall of 2016. A fearful world stands on the brink 
of nuclear catastrophe. A young researcher in psychical events, together with his girlfriend, travel to the legendary wilds of Dartmoor, 
England, to investigate a rambling, centuries old building - here they find themselves drawn into a murder mystery from the past, a 
mortal confrontation with pure evil, and a fight for their very survival. 

 

Unhallowed Ground       
Cast: Ameeta Chana, Poppy Drayton, Marcus Griffiths 

Thomas Law, Andrew Lewis, Rachel Petladwala, 
Morgane Polanski 

Genre: Horror 
Director:  Russell England 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Rosana Coutinho +44 7765 398 742 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand E9 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 0050 

Synopsis: Six students who spend a night patrolling the eerie grounds of their historic school are taken hostage by burglars 
whose attempts to steal a priceless collection of artifacts disturbs the spirit of a malevolent Plague Doctor and opens a portal to Hell. 

 

Unlocked       
Cast: Noomi Rapace, Michael Douglas Orlando Bloom, 

John Malkovich, Toni Collette 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Michael Apted 
Status:  Post-Production 

TBloom 
Zach Gluek 

info@bloom-media.com 
Market Office: 101 rue d'Antibes 

Home Office tel: +1 323 510 3330 

Synopsis: A CIA interrogator is lured into a ruse that puts London at risk of a biological attack. 
 

Urban Hymn       
Cast: Shirley Henderson, Ian Hart, Steven Mackintosh 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Michael Caton-Jones 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Ent 
Farah Caroline Woditschka +44 2073 965 301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. C21 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: A redemptive coming of age story following neglected and wayward teen, Jamie, whose incredible singing voice 
offers an escape until her loyalties are divided. 

 

Viceroy's House       
Cast: Gillian Anderson, Hugh Bonneville 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Gurinder Chadha 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TPathé Int'l 
Muriel Sauzay +33 4 93 68 24 31 

sales@patheinternational.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance 

Apartment 4A/E 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151 

Synopsis: Viceroy's House in Delhi was the glorious home of the British rulers of India. For 6 months in 1947, Lord 
Mountbatten assumed the post of the last Viceroy, charged with returning India to the Indians. He lived upstairs together with his wife 
and daughter. Downstairs lived their 5,000 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants. As the political elite took their seats upstairs to wrangle 
over the birth of independent India, conflict erupted throughout the House. In a moment of history that demands to be wider 
understood, a catastrophic decision was taken that continues to shake our world. 
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Walking To Paris       
Cast: Carla Juri 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Peter Greenaway 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMongrel Int'l 
Chantal Chateauneuf +1 647 919 0226 

international@mongrelmedia.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand G11/H14 

Home Office tel: +1 416 516 9775 

Synopsis: WALKING TO PARIS follows 27-year-old Romanian sculptor Constantin Brancusi as he travels by foot across Europe 
from Romania to Paris in 1903. Inspired by true events, the film explores how Brancusi's rapport with the natural world, his fight for 
survival and his numerous adventures over the 1,200 mile journey set him on the path to becoming the first truly modern sculptor of 
the twentieth century. 

 

War Book       
Cast: Nathan Stewart-Jerrett, Kerry Fox, Ben Chaplin, 

Sophie Okonedo, Shaun Evans, Adeel Akhtar, 
Anthony Sher, Morgan Walters 

Genre: Drama 
Director:  Tom Harper 
Status:  Completed 

TK5 Int'l 
Julia Herb +33 68 443 1970 
info@k5international.com 

Market Office: Les Jardins du Grand Hotel (Shops) 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3286 5575 

Synopsis: WAR BOOK takes place over three days as nine civil servants gather in a government building to take part in a policy 
shaping scenario. They are there to take decisions on Britain's reaction to an international nuclear attack. At first the participants are 
casual, playing out the scenario against a backdrop of their own petty squabbles and personal ambitions. Only two participants know 
the truth - that the country is secretly facing a real nuclear threat, and that their theoretical responses may become reality sooner than 
they can know. As the scenario escalates and the group begins to address the breakdown of civil order, the reality that they are 
deciding our futures dawns. When personal politics crash irrevocably into the room, each is forced to look closely at what they really 
believe, and how much their decisions are actually worth. 

 

War Of Words       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Craig Tuohy, Tom Worth 
Status:  Completed 

TGizmo Films 
Charlotte Arden +44 7799 494 090 

c.arden@gizmofilms.com 
Home Office tel: +44 7799 494 090 

Synopsis: WAR OF WORDS is an energising, controversial and inspiring feature documentary that lifts the lid on the fast 
growing UK battle rap scene. The film is an entertaining expose on how the UK has embraced an American art form and made it 
uniquely British, creating the most exciting youth subculture around today. We explore an exciting subculture of youth in the UK today; 
their creativity and work ethic, their passion for language and ability to control their own destiny. While the language is often harsh and 
unflinching, the 'anything goes' philosophy of the battle arena results in one of the most harmonious and creative scenes in youth 
culture. Part sport, part theatre, battle rap is a unique soapbox for eloquent, deep thinking souls to share their creativity and 
worldview. The film reveals the history and evolution of this unique subculture of Hip hop: charting it from its origins in playgrounds 
and parks, through to nightclubs and competitions. From its beginnings as a battle of quick-thinking freestyle wit, through to its current 
incarnation as a form of well-rehearsed poetry and theatre. Over the past two years, director's Craig Tuohy and Tom Worth have been 
delving deep into the world of battle rapping, filming the major people involved with the UK Battle rapping scene; the founders, 
organisers and biggest battlers of the hugely popular UK Don't Flop and Jump Off leagues. The film uncovers behind the scenes footage, 
clips from some of the best ever battles, and interviews with the top battle rappers from all over the UK including; poet Mark Grist 
whose battle rap with Blizzard has had over 4.5 million hits on YouTube and how our journey began. Included are interviews and 
footage from international superstars; Ice T, Chuck D, Scroobius Pip, Wu-Tang Clan, Professor Green and Doc Brown. 

 

War On Everyone       
Cast: Garrett Hedlund, Michael Peña 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  John Michael McDonagh 
Status:  Production 

TBankside Films 
Patrick Howson +33 4 80 80 52 10 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: 55 La Croisette, 6th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 

Synopsis: A jet-black comedy about two corrupt cops in New Mexico who set out to blackmail and frame every criminal 
unfortunate enough to cross their path. Things take a sinister turn, however, when they try to intimidate someone who is more 
dangerous than they are. Or is he? 

 

Warrioress       
Cast: Cecily Fay, Christian Howard, Joelle Simpson, Ryan 

Stuart, Brendan Carr, Helen Steinway-Bailey 
Genre: Martial arts 
Director:  Ross Boyask 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
Ross Boyask +33 4 92 99 32 01 

 
info@evolutionaryfilms.com 

Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand D12 
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 

Synopsis: Two powerful female martial arts warriors must journey across a post-apocalyptic land to fight a ritual duel, and 
fulfill an ancient prophecy. 
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We Cannes       
Cast: Delia Antal, Maia Morgenstern, Paul-Loup Sulitzer 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Delia Antal 
Status:  Post-Production 

T28 Films 
Delia Antal +44 7460 992 210 

contact28films@ymail.com 
Market Office: Majestic 

Home Office tel: +44 7460 992 210 

Synopsis: In Cannes, Delia shows us the ins and outs of the festival, the front lines and back-end action, the true struggle of 
her journey as a new film-maker and the life changing events that occurs at this important site of the film business. She introduces us 
to the hard work that takes place behind the scenes, beyond the glamorous Red Carpet. 

 

Wedding Gown       
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Alexandre Aja 
Status:  Development 

TTF1 Int'l 
Marion Lebre +33 4 93 06 70 15 

sales@tf1.fr 
Market Office: Relais de la Reine Apt. 8 Fl 

Home Office tel: +33 1 41 41 21 68 
Synopsis: A child on the verge of tears. A woman's hand, impatient, brutal. Sophie: The babysitter. Now the child lays dead. 
Did she kill him? Sophie. A woman who's losing her mind, her life spinning out of control, is followed by death wherever she goes. Only 
a year ago she was a fulfilled woman, a sharp art analyst, and a happy wife surrounded by a loving circle of family and friends. So how 
did she come to this? What sort of madness overtook her? Or was it manipulation? In search of a new identity to escape a string of 
deaths, Sophie is followed by an enigmatic man - Peter. This mysterious person seems to know a great deal about her. Way too much, 
in fact... Wedding gown is a psychological thriller and mind game. It's a cruel fable about vengeance and manipulation in a world where 
we each face our own personal evil. 

 

Where Wolves Fear To Prey       
Cast: Amanda Plummer, John-Rhys Davies, Miho 

Nakayama, Ayumi Ito, Akihiro Kitamura 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jason Gray 
Status:  Development 

TLoaded Films 
Eiko Mizuno-Gray +81 90 9829 7501 

eikomg@loadedfilms.jp 
Home Office tel: +81 3 6914 9810 

Synopsis: Tokyo, 1990s. Only two years after slaughtering and cannibalizing British student Serena Burgess in France, Teppei 
Hamazaki is released on technicalities. England. The Burgesses are devastated once again. Serena's younger brother Jeremy had been 
shielded from the details of Serena's murder by his dominating, religious father and overprotective mother. Jeremy learns Hamazaki is 
free but can't comprehend why his parents won't go to Japan. He takes solace in the old treehouse he used to visit with Serena and 
vows to make the journey alone. After a run-in with his ex-classmates, the treehouse is incinerated. Jeremy's trauma deepens. 
Meanwhile, Hamazaki capitalizes on his infamy while his affluent family crumbles. As the only foreigner Hamazaki will speak to, Tokyo-
based French reporter Jean-Paul Lyon is ordered to interview Hamazaki but remains haunted by their past encounters and refuses. He's 
fired, at which time he meets alluring interpreter Kei. Years later, Jeremy works at a depressing factory. When a coworker ridicules 
Jeremy's past, Jeremy sets fire to the plant and is sentenced to a psychiatric prison, reigniting tabloid interest. Jeremy's mother gives 
him an old audio recording. Serena's happy voice reawakens his original mission - to eliminate Hamazaki. Jeremy weans off psychiatric 
drugs and completely reforms, being granted early release. He tells his stunned parents "I'm going to Japan."  Posing as a researcher, 
Jeremy hires a young woman named Maki as his co-ordinator and interpreter. She's surprised when Jeremy suddenly arrives in Tokyo 
expecting quick access to Hamazaki. Jeremy fires her and hires her ex-mentor Kei, but Maki's kindness stays with him. Kei pushes 
alcoholic Jean-Paul to help Jeremy, but he's unwilling. Now an unemployable pariah, Hamazaki sparks a media bidding war by 
announcing his cannibalistic desires have reawakened as the tenth anniversary of Serena's death approaches. Back home, Jeremy's 
father is crushed by guilt over wanting his son to exact vengeance, finally allowing Jeremy's mother to take control of the situation. The 
UK tabloids speculate on Jeremy being in Japan. As his chances dwindle, Jeremy becomes desperate and lands in trouble with the 
police. Maki comes to his aid and is astonished to discover his true identity. Although uncertain about his objective, Jeremy's rage 
rekindles at news of Hamazaki's "comeback"  celebra]on. Jean-Paul learns who Jeremy really is from Kei and plots to bring Hamazaki 
and Jeremy together. But why? Killer and victim finally come face-to-face in an explosive and unpredictable climax... 

 

White Settlers       
Cast: Pollyanna Mcintosh, Lee Williams 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Simeon Halligan 
Status:  Completed 

TMetrodome Int'l 
Caroline Couret-Delegue +44 7850 096 510 

info@metrodomeinternational.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand H16 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 7300 

Synopsis: Young urban couple Ed and Sarah are set to begin a new life when they move into an isolated Scottish farmhouse. In 
bed on their first night, Sarah thinks she can hear noises in the darkness but at first Ed is disbelieving, saying it's her imagination playing 
tricks. She persists in her fear they're not alone in the house until he agrees to go and investigate. When he doesn't return she goes 
downstairs and is confronted by masked intruders. As she desperately searches for Ed a terrifying game of cat & mouse ensues with the 
mysterious assailants. But what do they want and what horrors do they have planned for her and her husband? 
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X + Y       
Cast: Asa Butterfield, Sally Hawkins, Rafe Spall, Eddie Marsan, Jo Yang 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Morgan Matthews 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Patrick Howson +33 4 80 80 52 10 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: 55 La Croisette, 6th Fl 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 

Synopsis: Preferring to hide in the safety of his own private world, Nathan struggles to connect with people, often pushing 
away those who want to be closest to him, including his mother, Julie. Without the ability to understand love or affection, Nathan finds 
the comfort and security he needs in numbers and mathematics. Mentored by his unconventional and anarchic teacher, Mr 
Humphreys, it becomes clear that Nathan's talents are enough to win him a place on the British team competing at the highly revered 
International Mathematics Olympiad. Being part of a team and one which has a real chance of winning seems like it could change 
Nathan's life forever. But when the team go to train in Taiwan, Nathan is faced with a multitude of unexpected challenges, not least the 
new and unfamiliar feelings he begins to experience for one of the Chinese competitors, the beautiful Zhang Mei. From England to 
Taipei and back again, this inspiring and life-affirming story follows the unconventional and hilarious relationship between student and 
teacher, whose roles are often reversed, and the unfathomable experience of first love - when you don't even understand what love is. 

 

You Really Got Me       
Cast: Johnny Flynn, Juno Temple, George Mackay 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Julien Temple 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanway Films 
Chiara Gelardin +33 4 93 99 36 26 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion 1st Fl, 4 Rue De Serbes 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Ray and Dave Davies, fabled brothers of The Kinks and creators of some of the best songs of all time, are captured 
in this chronicle of true-life events from You Really Got Me and Dedicated Follower of Fashion through to Waterloo Sunset and Lola in a 
story that has gone on to shape three decades of rock. An innovative dramatisation interwoven with archive footage, the film follows 
Ray Davies, audacious lead singer and songwriter and one of rock's most iconic musicians. With his brother Dave, a gifted guitarist, Ray 
formed a partnership as legendary as Lennon and McCartney or Jagger and Richards. After their meteoric rise to fame, the young 
brothers were plunged into the hedonistic world of the 1960's rock explosion, and their volatile relationship became notorious. 

 

Young Hunters: The Beast Of Bevendean       
Cast: Brenock O'Connor, Tommy O'Neil, Lucien Morgan, Jonathan 

Hansler, Toby Murray 
Genre: Children's 
Director:  Ewan Gorman 
Status:  Completed 

TPrinc Films 
Igor Princ +1 763 458 1967 

info@princfilms.com 
Market Office: Palais Riviera, Stand C2 

Home Office tel: +1 763 458 1967 

Synopsis: When something kills Mr Harper's dog and he's found terrified near the woods, the blame is placed on an escaped 
big cat. Two eleven year old friends, Sam (Brenock O'Connor) and Raffi (Toby Murray), set out on a mission to capture it. But this is no 
ordinary beast and they are not the only hunters in the forest. What started as a bit of fun becomes a dangerous game of hide and seek 
as they discover the true nature of the animal and its links to the shadowy Bio-Corporation. The boys must now rely only on each other 
in a dangerous game of cat and mice. 

 

Youth       
Cast: Michael Caine, Rachel Weisz, Harvey 

Keitel, Paul Dano, Jane Fonda 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Paolo Sorrentino 
Status:  Completed 

TPathé Int'l 
Muriel Sauzay +33 4 93 68 24 31 

sales@patheinternational.com 
Market Office: Grand Hotel Ibis Entrance Apartment 4A/E 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151 

Synopsis: Fred and Mick, two old friends approaching their eighties, are enjoying a vacation in a lovely hotel in the foothills of 
the Alps. Fred, a retired composer and conductor, has no intention of returning to his music career which he dropped a long time ago, 
while Mick, a director, is still working, hurrying to finish the screenplay of his latest film. Both friends know that their days are 
numbered and decide to face their future together. But unlike them, no one else seems worried about the passing of time… 

 

Prepared by 

 
Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made regarding the 

accuracy or completeness of the information in this listing. 

 

Films have been included because they match several criteria, including: 

Where completed, films are less than one year old (not seen at or before Cannes 2014). 

They are represented in person by a contactable sales company or producer at Cannes in 2015. 
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